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ABSTRACT 
Two types of electrolytic gro\rth rocesses 
have been investigated as ~ossible means of controlling 
im edances in adaptive systems . One of these entails 
the grot~h of conductors by metallic deposition and the 
other the growth of insul&tion by anodic oxidation. 
The way in which the growth of a metallic dendrite 
changes the impedance of a cell has been det~rmined, 
and it has been found that this de ends very much on 
the shape of the cell . Bw restricting o\rth to 
narrow channels it has been f'ound ossible to reliably 
control the impedance of cells . The prol)erties of 
devices employing this principle are described . 
The growth of insulating films on aluminium has 
been found to be another satisfactory method of 
reproducibly adjusting the impedance of a cell . The 
roperties of these films and the impedance changes 
which take place during their ' formation ' and ' erosion' 
are discussed . These films have special properties 
which make them sui table for use in the fabrication of 
devices containing many Variable impedances in a single 
unit . 'l'he construction and properties of these devices 
are described . 
An adaptive system employing the gro~~h of dendrites 
has been constructed, and trained to distinguish betveen 
four simple patterns . The design ot: this machine and 
the training procedure employed are given . 
Suggestions are made for future work and for othe r 
applications 01' electrolytic growth processes . 
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CHAPTE.R I 
1. (11 Introductor¥ 
Since the adven t of the electronic computer there 
has b eL n a great deal of speculation about the similarity 
between large calculating machines and human brai~s. 
The differences are numerous and obvious, but this 
comparison has had the effect of leading engineers and 
biologists along a common, stimuating line of research. 
Theuhave attempted to build machines which simulate the 
various activities of animal and human brains. This 
has been done partly in order to understand better these 
activities and the brains themselves, and artly in an 
effort to replace human operators in arduous and boring 
tasks. Out of these studies has emerged a new 
scientific discipline which has come to be known as 
"Cybernetics". This has been defined by Wiener (1948) 
as the study of control and communica ti on in the animal 
and the machine . 
1. (2) Cybernetics. 
Each new scientific discipline evolves new concepts. 
In order to refer to these concepts existing ords ith 
less specialised meanings are often used. The same ord 
is sometimes used by different persons to refer to similar 
but different concepts with the result that a certain 
amount of confusion is generated. Such a situation , 
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which is probably inevitable in the formative stages 
of a new discipline, has occurred in some sections of 
the literature of cybernetics . For this reason the 
sense in which some of the special terms are used in 
this thesis will be described in the next few 
sections . 
I ( 3) Adaptive s~stems . * 
One of the most striking features of the human 
brain , and other biological systems , is its ability 
to modify its behaviour to c ope with the situation in 
which it finds itself . There appear to be two types 
of events which give rise to this ability . Firstly , 
there are the temporary changes brought about 
automatically by the changes in envi~omental conditions . 
For example , if the air temperature rises the pores of 
the skin open so that more moisture evaporates and the 
body temperature remains constant. Secondly , there 
are the permanent changes which occur when learning takes 
place . 
Systems which c an modify their internal state 
automatically in order t o keep some parameter constant , 
or perhaps optimal , will be called ~~daptive systems . 
An example of such a system is the controller of a 
manufacturing process . The controller has little control 
over certain variables , such as the cost of raw materials 
:.-The term ' system ' is very general . In this thesis it is 
used t<;> refer t<;> anything being discusbed as t r,ough it were 
a mech~ne . TIus usage limi t s the term as it implies the t 
a system has El purpose . 
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but it can adjust others - temperatures and flow rates -
in order to keep production at a maximum, or costs at a 
minimum . 
1 (4) Self-organising systems 
The permanent changes in the behaviour of systems 
are called learning only if these changes lead to an 
improvement in the ability of the system to carr,y out 
its purpose . A system which adjusts its internal state 
in such a way as to bring about learning will be called 
a self-organising system.(Ashby, 1947). 
Several attempts have been made to define a self-
organising system but none of these are really adequate . 
(Yovits and Cameron, 1960; v Foerster and Zopf, 1962; 
Yovits et al ., 1962) Some are general but so vague 
that it is difficult to tell from them exactly what 
constitutes a self-organising system. Others are more 
precise but in such a way that they seem to attribute 
to self-organising systems properties which they ould 
not otherwise have possessed. This being the case, it 
seems best for the present to keep in mind a few examples 
which are generally accepted as being self-organising 
systems , and to decide whether other systems fall into 
t his category by analogy with these examples. This 
alternative is more acceptable than using an unsatisfactory 
definition whbh may lead to logical difficulties . 
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1 (5) Evolutionary sy~tems 
The term self- organising system was first 
introduced with reference to the functioning of the 
brain, so brains are looked upon as the prime examples 
of self-organising systems . There is, however, another 
fundamental example which serves better as an 
introduction because the mechanism by which it operates 
is much more clearly understood . This is the process 
of evolution (Pringle, 1951; Pask, 1961; Bremermann, 1962) 
The goal of this process , or system, is the survival of 
the species . 
The mechanism by which it acts may be summarised 
as follows . Some of the offspring differ from their 
parents in certain respects . If these changes help the 
animal to survive better, then they are likely to produce 
offspring which have these characteristics which aid 
survival . The changes take place at random so most of 
them will be useless and individuals possessing them 
will not survive or reproduce even as well as their parents. 
Such a process is not altogether useful in a 
stationary environment . If the parents survive in that 
environment at least lon~ enough 'to produce offspring, it 
is quite sufficient for the offspring to be exact 
reproductions of their parents in order that the race 
should survive for ever . But if the environment changes 
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it is necessary for the creatures which inhabit it to 
change too . This process - natural selection - makes 
it possible for this to hanpen . 
From the above , it can be seen that all that is 
required of a self- organising system of the evolutionary 
kind is that there should be a system which has a goal . 
Changes take place in the system which affect its 
performance with respect to this goal . If these 
changes improve performance they are retained; if they 
cause deterioration they are eliminated . This occurs 
automatically when the goal is the natural one of 
survival , but it must be done artificially if other goals 
are to be attained. 
1 (6) Artificial self- organising systems . 
The general purpose digital computer can be used 
to simulate a~y sys tem, so it has naturally been used 
to embody self-organising systems . A specific example of 
a computer being employed as a self- organising system is 
one which is learning to play a game . A number of 
computer programmes have been devised which play games 
such as noughts and crOsses (M1ch1e , 1961 . ) draughts 
(Samuel , 1961) and even chess (Shannon, 1950; Bronovski, 
1950) . These programmes include in them the rules of the 
game and methods of choosing the best move out of the 
possible moves at any stage in the game . This decision 
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procedure may be entirely statistical . In the simple 
case or noughts and crosses it is possible to store the 
probability of ultimate success for each move given the 
state or the game . This has been done with a programme 
in which the probabilities were adjusted at the end of 
eOCh game until t he optimum move was picked each time. 
(v. ichie , 196l) . 
For more complicated games it is not feasible to 
store probabilities for each move because machines are 
not likely to be large or fast enough . There are also 
more efficient schemes . Strategies are stored and 
these are modified as a result of their effectiveness in 
actual play. 
In these artificial self- organising systems there 
exist the same essential features as in natural ones: 
a goal (to win the game or as many games as possible) , 
a means of evaluating performance (knowing vhen a piece 
has been taken and when the game has been won or lost), 
and a way of altering behaviour (by modifying probabilities 
or programme sub-routines) . 
1(7) Limitations of computers. 
General purpose compuErs are built to solve any 
computational problem and must therefore be inefficient 
at any specific task compared with a machine built 
specially for that task. Having seen that learning can 
be caused to take place in machines , the next step is to 
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build special machines whi ch use the self-organising 
principle in order to perform their tasks. 
Self-organis ing and self-adaptive systems require 
some internal parameters which can be adjusted. In 
digital computers only discrete changes can be made . 
These changes can be as small as desired if many-bit 
words are used to represent each parameter . For a 
machine of a given size, however, the number of parameters 
which can be represented is inversely related to the 
number of bits in each word , so the requirements of many 
parameters and small changes are antagonistic. It 
appears that it would be more efficient to build a machine 
in which the parameters could be represented by continuously-
variable quantities . 
There is some encouragement for supposing this in a 
Vlidely- held theory of how ini'ormation is stored, 
permanen tly, in the c entral nervous system (Bullock, 1959). 
Brains are certainly more efficient with respect to size 
at storing information than electronic computers. 
In computers the calculations t ake place in one part 
whilst the information used in these calcUations is stored 
in another part. In brains it seems probable that these 
two activities are diffused throughout the whole . It 
Vlould seem tha t systems wi th brain-like properties , such 
as self-organisation, should follow the example of the 
nervous system and store their information as widely as 
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possible . Continuously-variable devices are the most 
suitable vehicles for this (MacKay, 1958; 1962) . 
1 (8) Continuously-variable devices . 
There are in existence a number of continuously-
variable devices , some of which have already been 
employed in machines which exhibit learning properties . 
The most widely used of these is the motor-driven rheostat 
which provides a continuously-variable resistance. These 
devices are too large and expensive to be used in machines 
~ ich contain many thousands of variable parameters , but 
they have been employed in the "perceptron" of Rosenbla tt 
(1960). 
A simple form of continuously-variable quantity is 
the charge on a condenser . There is another requirement , 
however , which excludes condensers from a list of useful 
adaptive components. It is desirable that the value of a 
variable parameter should not change spontaneously. Even 
the very best condensers do not have infinite leak 
resistance so the voltage on the plates will be subject 
to an inevitable decay . Calculations shoVl that about 
12 hours is the practical limit for the time constant of 
condensers . 
Another continuouSly-variable device is the "solion". 
This device has an output voltage which may be made 
proportional to the integral with respect to time of the 
current through it. It consists of an electrochemical cell 
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with two compartments . The current transfers ions from 
one compartment to another. This sets up a concentration 
potential which forms the output voltage. This device 
suffers from the same difficulty as the condenser . The 
ions tend to diffuse so as to produce a uniform concentration, 
and the output voltage decays . 
There are a number of magnetic compon6nts ~;hich may 
be used as continuously-variably devices. These make use 
of the hysteresis loop of ferromagnetic materials. Some of 
these devices have been designed specifically for use in 
adaptive machinery (Brain , 1960; Hawkins et al, 1961). 
The problem ~Jith their employment is that they require 
expensive, auxiliary electronic Circuits . 
I (9) Electrolytic growth processes . 
Another nossible physical realisation of such a 
device is an electrolytic cell whose impedance may be 
modified by a growth process at one of the electrodes . 
The impedance change may be brought about either by the 
growth of a conductor which reduces the effective distance 
between the electrodes , or by the growth of insulation 
bet.veen the electrodes . 
Electrochemical devices have a number of propertie s 
wf ich, it is thought , make them suitable for employment 
in adaptive systems . They can be made qui te small and 
are, therbfore , economical of power, and probably extremely 
cheaply . 
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Another factor which should be taken into 
consideration when self- organising systems are being 
designed is the time in which the changes in the 
parameters must be made . The time in which a 
significant change in the impedance of an electrolytic 
cell with electrode separation of about lcm . may be 
brought about is of the order of seconds . This is 
reduced if the physical dimensions are too. Such values 
seem extremely suitable. 
1 (10) Organisation of the thesis . 
The object of this thesis is to give an account 
of the physical proper ties of examples of both types 
of electrolytic growth processes, and to explain how 
these processes may be incorporated into devices ,hich 
may be used to determine the variable parameters of 
adaptive systems. 
In Chapter 11 the factors which affect the 
growth of metallic , dendritic crystals are discussed, 
and a number of experiments which were performed to see how 
this growth could be contro l led are described. The 
results of this investigation led to the construction 
of a number of devices . The design, construction and 
properties of these devices are described in Chapter Ill . 
In the following chapter, Chapter IV, the physical 
properties of the electrolytic growth of anodic oxide 
films on aluminium are discussed . 
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The factors affecting the breakdown or such films and 
the effect this has on the impedance of the cell are also 
deal t wi the Chapter 
that it describes the 
V is analogous to Chapter III in 
ncor poration of the physical 
processes dealt with in the previous chapter into actual 
devices . 
Chapter Vl is a review of the ~ork by previous 
authors on adaptive systems . !any of these s~ems may 
be described as conditional probability computers . This 
forms a useful link between intuitive ideas on adaptive 
systems and actual engineering design . 
Chapter VII describes an adaptive system hich 
has been buil t using the devices of Chapter III and the 
design principles elucidated in Chapter VI . 
A summary of the most i mportant parts of the 
lork and the conclusions which may be drawn from the 
results are given in Chapter VIII . The directions 
wlich ruture work might take and some possible applications 
are al 0 discussed . 
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CHAPTER 11 
THE ELECTROLYTIC GROWITH OF DENDRITES 
2 (1) Introductory . 
The Rrinciple of the electrodeposition of me t als 
from solutions of their salts has been suggested by a 
number of investigators as a process possessing features 
suitable for modelling biologic al systems and for the 
construction of adaptive machinery . A survey of some 
of their devices will be given later; this chapter is 
concerned with the physical and chemical properties of 
cells in which such process es take place . 
2 (2) Electrodeposition of metals 
hen a metal is immersed in an electrolyte 
an equilibrium tends to be established in which a 
steady potential difference exists between the metal 
and the solu tion . The magnitude of this potential 
diffe r ence depends upon the concentration of the 
electrolyte . It is brought about by metal ions 
dissolving into the solution, leaving an excess of 
electrons in the metal . The metal electrode is then 
negatively charged and so attracts the positive metal 
ions in the solution. A dynamic equilibrium is reached 
'uhen the electrode poten tial is such tha t the number of 
metal ions entering and leaving the metal are equal . 
There is a tendency for dissolved metal ions to cluster 
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round the surface of the electrode and this in turn attracts 
the excess elec trons in the metal to the surface. There is 
thus a negatively charged region inside the metal and a 
positively charged oD! in the solution near the electrode . 
is region is known as the electrical double layer. 
If a potential different from equilibrium potential 
is maintained between the electrode and the electrolyte by 
an external source of power, the metal ions may be dissolved 
or deposited continuously , subject , of course to the supply 
of ions being maintained . In order to c omple te the 
external circuit it is necessary to introduce a second 
electrode . The total arrangement is then an electrolytic 
cell . If this second electrode is of the same metal as 
the first it is possible to dissolve ions from one (the 
anode) and deposit them on the other (the cathode) . 
2 (3) Factors affecting the type of deposit . 
Metal is deposited on the c a thode of an ele c trolytic 
cell in the form of crystals . Each new ion arriving at 
the cathode c an ei t her be added to one of the already 
present crystals and so cause it to grow , or it can form 
the nucleus of a new c rystal . The physical conditions 
determine W! i ch of these situations is more likely to come 
about . If the former process occurs a few large crystals 
will be formed , whereas the latter will ~roduce many small 
crystals . 
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An accumulation of small crystals has the physical 
appearance of a smooth, uniform deposit . This is normally 
the result which is desired in electroplating. This 
process has been ex tensively studied and the factors which 
produce t h is t ype of deposit are fairly well known 
(e.g . v . potter, 1~56) . 
The conditions which favour the formation of a few, 
larger ,crystals were pnbably first found accidentally when 
electroplaters were unsuccessful in producing smooth, 
uniform deposits . They have since , however, been studied 
in their own right, in particular by Fischer and his 
collaborators (Fischer and Heiling , 1954; Fischer, 1954). 
The factors which influence the physical nature of electro-
deposited me tals are named by Glasstone (1943) as current 
density , the nature and concentration of the electrolyte, 
the presence of inhibi tors , the temperature of the 
electrolyte , and the nature of the cathode material . 
The presence of an inhibitor reduces the tendency 
for crystals to groW and so encourages nuclea ti on . The 
result is an aggregate of many small crystals spread 
uniformly over the cat110de. Added impuri ties normally 
ac i as inhib i ting agents , espec tially if the 7>r contain 
colloidal matter . other factors, however, such as the 
concentration of the anion and the temperature of the 
electrolyte may aet as inhibitors . Fischer and Heiling 
(1954) mention that inhibition increases as the concentration 
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of the anion is increased, and decreases as the 
temperature of the electrolyte is increased. 
The effects of current density and electrolyte 
concentration are in many ways complementary. In a 
cell where inhibition is slight the tendency is for 
the crystal to grow into regions where the ion 
concentration is greatest . If the electrolyte 
concentra tion is small .tne metal ions in the neighbour-
hood of the cathode will rapidly be removed, unless the 
current density is also small . The crystals will then 
grow outwards towards the richer regions . If the 
electrolyte concentration is raised it is possible to 
raise the current density to a greater level before the 
cathodic region becomes depleted in metal ions and the 
crystals grow outwards. Other factors being equal, 
large currents and low concentrations favour the formation 
of few crystals growing outwards in a direction perpendicular 
to the cathode, while small currents and high concentrations 
produce a deposit consisting of small crystals spread 
evenly over the cathode . 
The nature of the negative ion in the solution affects 
the cathodic deposit in many ways , but in general it seems 
that xka% simple ions favour the production of large crystals 
and complex ions small ones . This is presumably due to 
the inhibitory effect of the complex anion . 
Increasing the temperature of the elctrolyte decreases 
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inhibition and so favours the growth of large crystals. 
It also, however, increases the rate of diffusion and 
so compensates for any ion depletion in the cathodic 
region due to the low electrolyte concentration and high 
current density . The net effect of small changes in 
temperature is thus negligible . 
The nature of the c athode is important with respect 
to the adhesion of the deposit , but <bes no t affec t the 
physical form of the deposi t once it has been covered by 
a few molecular layers . 
2 (4) Dendritic growth 
The resistance of a simple, electrolytic cell 
increases with the separation of the electrodes and 
decreases with the area of the electrodes and the 
conductivity of the electrolyte . One of the simplest 
methods of varying the resistance of a cell is to alter 
the effective separation of the electrodes by growth at 
one of them. 
The metal ions being deposited during this growth 
process must come from the electrolyte . If the number 
of ions in the electrolyte is reduced its conductivity 
will be decreased, so the net effect of the gro th process 
might be an increase in the resistance of the cell . This 
possibility may be avoided by ensuring that each ion 
deposited on the cathode is replaced by one dissolved from 
the anode . This situation can only occur if the anode and 
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cathode are of the same metal . 
If the electrodes are of the same size, and if the 
anode dissolves and the cathode grows uniformly the 
distance between the two will remain constant. It is 
necessary to introduce some asymmetry into the cell, such 
as a large anode and a small cathode , if a predictable 
change in resistance is to occur . 
Alternatively, the conditions in the cell can be 
arranged so that a non- uniform growth takes place at the 
ca tl:ode (Unless the anode is 'spec ially shaped it i B 
difficult to get anything but uniform dissolution there . ) 
The conditions which favour the growth of crystals out-
wards from the surface of the cathode are low inhibition, 
low metal ion concentration , and high current density . 
The type of growth produced by these conditions 
re embles the branches of a tree . For this reason crystals 
of this form are knmm as tI dendri tes 11 • 
2 (5) Growth in open dishes . 
Some experiments were performed to Bee how these 
general considerations applied to a few particular cells 
which had previously been suggested as variable resistance 
elements ('acKay , 1958) . A cell was constructed of a dish 
containing an a ueOUB N/ 20 solution of silver nitrate in 
which were immersed two silver electrodes . The electrodes 
were of 32 S. II . G. //ire and were set about 3mm . apart. A 
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piece of filter paper was placed between the electrodes to 
provide a substrate on which dendri tes could be gro ¥n. 
Tile space between the electrodes was viewed with a low 
power microscope . 
A potent~ of 2 volts was applied across the cell 
and it was observed that the cell resistance was about 
60 kilohms . A dendrite grew slowly in the general 
direction of the anode and eventually made contact with 
it, reducing the resistance of the cell to about 8 ohms. 
Most of this resistance change took place, however, as 
the dendrite made contact with the anode . 
A number of dendrites were grown in similar cells, 
and it las observed that not all of them grew towards 
the anode . The ones which grew apprOXimately in this 
direction turned towards it as they approached it. Also 
the rate of growth increased as the tip of the dendrite 
came near to the anode . This suggested·that dendrites would 
gro~ mor' consistently and more rapidly in a stronger 
elec tric field . 
2 {6l Growth of dendl'i tee in alcoholic sO].ution. 
It' the voltage appli~d across the t , pe of cell 
described above is raised much above 2 volts the potential 
acrOBS the double layer is great anough for hydrogen ions 
to cross it and the evolution of bubbles of hydrogen gas 
to occur a t the cathode. This interferes ~ith the formation 
of the dendrites . If some solvent other than ~ater is 
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employed this limitation need not a~ply . 
It Vias known that dendrites could be grown in an 
electrolyte consisting of a solution of stannous chloride 
in capryl alcohol (Addison , 1959) . Preliminary 
experiments confirmed that this was so . The p:ten tiel 
between the electrodes was first increused to 4 volts . 
No gases were evolved and spiky growths were obs~rved to 
form on the cdthode . These grew in straight lines and 
could be made to branch by interrupting the flow of 
current for a -few seconds . The direc tion of gro 1th 'Ias, 
once more, not always towards the anode . 
Capryl alcohol has a very low conductivity_ The 
initial resistance of the cell was about 4 megohms ~hen 
it contained a solution of 25 gm . of stannous chloride 
per litre of capryl alcohol compared with 60 kilohms for 
an N/20 ( E. 5 gm . per litre) aqueous silvor nitrate solution . 
This made it possible to increase the voltage across the 
cell by a large factor without a large current flowing 
or the evolution of hydrogen . 
The voltage was incrensed to 120 volts and a dendrite , 
which resembled a thread , grew fairly rapidly from cathode 
to anode . On reaching the unode it broke into many pieces 
and then reformed . The dendrite acted rather like e fuse . 
en 1 t had grown suft'icien tly to make contac t with the anode 
e large ell r nt passed which destroyed the connec tion . 
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In order to limit the maximum current through the cell 
a one megohm resistor '{"as connec ted in series \ i th it . 
T} lis enabled a dendri te to be grown !Ill ich ~as not 
destroyed completely when it made contact lith the anode . 
Only the tip broke off . During the formation of the 
dendrite the resist nee of the cell dropped from about 
4 megohms to about 0 . 5 megohms . It did not remain at 
this latter value but fluctuated around it. 
2 (7) bffec~ of electrolyte concentration on cr~stal size . 
Dendrites ~ere grown in capryl alcohol containing 
different concentl'ations of stannous chloride . It w s 
obs rved that ihen 60 volts were applied acrOSB a cell 
containing 25 gm . per litre stannous chloride , dendrites 
w iCil resembled threads wel'e formed . hen the same 
ootential IVas applied across the same cell but containing 
a solution of concentration 50 gm . per litre straight 
dendrites ith orthogona1 spikes were gro!Vn . 
The ame type of difference in the ph,vsica1 
appearance of the dendrites was observed when the 
concentration or the electrolyte was kept con~tant and 
the applied volts e varied. tith the 25 gm. per litre 
solution the spike-1i e dendrites grew hen the applied 
otential 1 4 volts, and the thr'ead-like dendr! tee gr 
iVh n otentia1 of 120 volts Was applied acro~s the 
(jl ec trode s • 
n th SU v riouB rowths were vie' d at hi her 
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magnification it was observ~d that the differences in 
the physical appearance were due to differences in the 
size of the crystals grown under different conditions. 
The thread-like dendrites were qUite similar to the 
spike- like ones when t hey were magnified about ten times 
more . 
2 (8) Effect of the strength of the electric field • 
. ----... _. ---.-
ihenever a dendrite was grown it was observed that 
y,hen the tip of a dendri te c ame close to the anode it 
kept breaking and then reforming. In this situation the 
end of the dendrite is in a rather strong electric field . 
In order to determine whether t his phenomenon was related 
to the strenqth of the electr i c field the potential across 
the whole cell was increased so that t he dendrite was in 
a higher electric field throughout its formation . 
A cell was constructed which initially had a i'ield 
of about 500 volts per cm . between the electrodes . In a 
typical experiment a dendrite bega.n to grow from the ca.thode 
rather rapidly . Suddenly the end piece broke off and drifted 
tovardsthe anode . The part from which this had broken then 
began to gro'l . Sometimes it grew so rapidly tha tit caught 
up vith the drifting sec tion and joined on to it . The 
original tip then once more became t he growing pOint . This 
cycle of events continued, the dendrite breaking and then 
reforming. 
Tt is L nomenon was probably caused by the electrostatic 
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force on the dendrite . The dendrite and the anode may 
be considered to be tvo plates of a condenser and the 
10'1 conduc ti vi ty elec trolyte to be the dielec tric. This 
condenser is chara;ed when the dendri te gro'/s and so the 
dendrite 1i11 eXgerience a force . If this force is 
grei::!. t enough the dendri te wi 11 break and then regro' 'I 
from the break pOint . 
In the absence of an electric field it was observed 
that these \ n dendrites dissolved in the solution. This 
dis6011tion did not take place just at the tip as the 
gro~t did, but along the whole surface of the de ite. 
If this also happens when a field is applied dendrites 
continually get thinner. The strength in one region 
of the dendrite will then , sooner or later , become 
insufficient to Busta n the elect~tatic force and it 'ill 
break . 
2 (~) Inadeauacies of dendrites grown in.oEan dishes . 
These preliminary studies eho~ed that althou h it 
is possible to change the resistance of an electI(lytic 
cell b the growth of dendri tea, it is not possibl to do 
this in oredic t ble or I'epea table way in 0 en dishes. 
l' thre main ifficulties . The fiI''''t of these 
is th t the dendrites did not always grow directly 
bet.een t elbctrodes . It seems that there are several 
facto e hich influenc the dir~ction of gro\'th of a 
n rit • The el c 1: i field i<"> p b bly the m:>st import nt 
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when it is greater than 100 vol te per cm . , but -/i th lower 
fields other factors may predominate . Lay ton (1954) 
considers that the concentration of metal ions to be 
the prime factor which determines the direction of 
growth. This depends on the elec tldyte concentra tion 
and the temper~ture as well as the electric field . 
One of the desirable characteristics of a variable 
resistance is that it should be possible to adjust it 
in either direction. It was found that the resistance 
of a cell in which 0 dendrite had been grown could be 
returned to its initial value by reversing the polarity 
of the applied voltage . The resistance of the cell 
could not be increased gradually , however , as the 
dendrite dissolved not only at the tip but al l along its 
l length, leadin to the forma t ion of mechanical ~eak 
spots and rapid fragmentation . This is the second 
difficulty . 
The tl.ird difficulty is the non-linear variation 
of resistance '1ith the growth of a dendrite . Most of 
the resistance change took place as the groying tip 
apuroached the anode . 'rhis was due to the geometry of 
the cell . It is difficult to calculate analytically he 
the resistance betveen two wire electrodes immersed in 
a circular dish depends on their distance apart, so the 
form of this variation was determined by actually 
measuring the resist nce as a i'unction of' distance in a 
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cell _i th variable electrode separation. 
This last difficulty does not preclude the 
employment of such cells as variable resistance devices 
but it makes their use more limited. 
2 (10) Gro .. th in narrow tubes . 
(a) Theoretical 
It is possible to circumvent these three diff culties 
if the dendrite is gro n in a narrow capillary tUb . This 
forces the dendrite to grow straight; it gives the 
possibilit of small , local resistance changes in either 
direction - ~nd the shape of the cell is such that a linear 
relationship holds between the resistance of the cell and 
the length of the dendrite . 
Consider a narrow tube, of cross-sectional area a , 
with a cathode inserted in one end and the other connected 
to a much 'ider tube . The anode is immersed in the 
elec tro1yte in the wide tube as shown in igure (2 . 1) . 
The resistance R of this cell is given by: 
R = R 0 + 10 (2.1) 
G"b.. 
,here 1 0 is the length of the tube, ~ is the conductivity 
of the electrolyte , and R. is the resistance of the 
electrolyte bet en the anode and the near end of the narro 
tube . 
If a co~lombs of charge are passed tnrough the cell, 
the mes of met 1 deposited on the cathode is given by 
= 
A B 
Figure 2 .1. 
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provided that this is the only reaction which takes place. 
e is the chemical e uivalent of the metal and F is the 
Faraday (96 , 500 co ~lombs) . 
If the conditions' re such that a dendrite of mean 
cross-sectional area a is grown , the length of this 
dendrite at time twill be 
1 ( t) = (2 . 3) 
-
p a: 
where p is the density of the metal. This may be \"ri tten 
1 ( t) = e q (2 . 5) 
F f B. 
If the resistance of the dendrite is negligible 
compared ith the resistance of the column of liquid it 
has replaced , the resistance of the tube at time t ill be 
R (t) = R + (2 . 6) 
trQ.. 
Hence the rate of change of' resistance durin the 
gro th of the dendrite is , 
dR = 1 dl 
- <it dt <1'" Cl 
= e. 
Ff'(J"A~ 
~ dt 
• 
~h re g 
throu h 
{b} 
dR 
-dt 
= 
the 
= -
g 
e 
F /' er (). a 
ct.ll . 
ntul. 
I 
and I = dq is the curr nt 
C1t 
cell imil 1:' to th t shown in Fjgure (2 . 1) as 
· N 
Q) 
'-
::J 
Q') 
.-
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constructed . The capillary tube was about 10 cm . long 
and had an internal diameter of 1 mm . The electrolyte 
employed was aqueous silver nitrate, and the electrodes 
were of silver . A current of 5 milliamps was passed 
through the cell and a dendrite similar to that shovm 
in Figur~ (2 . 2) was grown . 
The resistance was measuredduring the growth 
process . A plot of resistance versus time is shovm in 
Figure (2 . 3) . It was approximately a straia:ht line of 
negative slope as predicted by equation (2 . 7). On a 
larger scale there vas some deViation from linearity . 
This occurred because the dendri te did not grow rt.gularly 
down the centre of the tube but meandered from side to 
side forming many branches . 
It as found that when the current was reversed 
the resist&nce increased with time in a linear manner . 
This prob bly happened because the potential difference 
between the metal and solution only . exceeded the 
dissolution potential in the r~gion of the tip . The 
relatively high ohmic resistance of the electrolyte in 
the tube ensured that the potential of the electrolyte 
in cont ct with the rest of the dendrite Via s little different 
from equilibrium potenti 1. 
The r t c of c ng~ of resistance during dissolution 
was sI i 11 tly gt'oa. ter than during forma tion. This as due 
to the silver dendrite not dissolving completely . Small 
0 . 35 
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branches broke off and moined' at the botton of the tube . 
2 (11) ffect of current strength 
E uation (2.7) may be modified to give the rate 
of gro th of a dendrite as a function of the current 
through the cell . It becomes, 
dl G i (2 .6) dt = 
he e G = e (2 .9) Ffo. 
The mean rate of gr01th long the axis of the tube 
was measured as a function 0 f current and the resul ts 
at certain electrolyte concentrations are sho n in 
Figure. (2 . 4) . The uncertainties shom on these curves 
are the standard deviations of the results obtained by 
measuring the amount of growth at intervals of 20 seconds . 
The a ial gro :th r te per unit ch rge (G of 
equations (2 .8) and (2 .9) ~as calculated from the ata of 
~igur (2 . 4) . A graph of this qua lty G versus the curr nt 
I is shom in Fi re (2 . 5) . or the sake of clarity the 
uncer ainti a e omitted f om this graph . 
I t as obs rved th t for a given ele ctrolyte 
conc nt tio thre v r1 ti s of dendrite could be gro 
in th t be . it ref renee to the 1 . 0 g • per c . c . eurv 
of (2 . 5) v rict1es eorres onded u'Pprox a e1 
to th r ions 0 - 4 mill mps, 4-7 milll mps nd l' 
t n 7 111 In he low CUI rent r 01 
hie lot 11 tub 1Ie1'e 1'0 tn . In th in t 
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region a single, tin dendrite grew. This is the region 
of greatest axial growth for a given quantity of cha rge . 
In the high current region the dendrites were so thin tha t 
it was possible for two or more to grow side by side along 
the tube . This reduced the net forward growth rate . 
Also these dendrites were unable to support themselves 
mechanically so that the growing pOint occasionally broke 
off and fell to the bottom of the tube. This too had the 
effect of reducing the mean axial growth rate . 
2 (12) i£fect of electrollte concentration. 
Figure (2.6) which was derived from Figure (2.5) 
shows the dependence of the axial growth rate per unit 
charge on the concentra tion of the electrolyte . The 
curves are sho~n smoothed in order to avoid any confusion 
which might be caused by the irregular nature of the growth . 
The general trend is for the rate of growth per unit 
charge to be reduced as the concentration of the electrolyte 
is increased . Ther e is some ind1cution that G. increases 
again for very high concentr~tions . 
2 (1.3) Effect of tube diameter . 
uation (2.9) may be re-written as: 
-a :: e (2.10) 
F f G( i) 
1~is as usea together with the data of igure (~ . 5) 
to calculate the dependence of the mean cross-sectional 
area of th dendrite on the growth cur ant and the electrolyte 
oncentr tion 
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The maximum erose- sectional area hich a dendrite 
may assume is that of the tube in h10h 1t 1s grown . 
It is of interest to see hor dendrites sro 1n tubes 
1ch have a s ller bore than the diameter of dendr1tes 
grown under oth~r ise 1dent1cal conditions but in wider 
t ubes . 
In ordt.r to deal ith tubes of bout 0 . 1 mm . 
special techniques wer necessary . The tubes ere m de 
by dra ng out heated , tlick- aIled , gl s , capillary 
tubing . 'ine intern 1 diameter as me sured by igh1ng 
the mecury hioh filled a kflOwn length of tube; and by 
me suring theimped oe of a length of tube f1lled with 
electrolyte of kno conductivity . These methods g ve 
the mean diameter but they ere d1fficu1t to ply 1n 
such way to determine how the di ter varied long 
the length 0 the tube . Thi s neoeSB Y it s not 
xpected that the ethod of m 1ng th tube ould produce 
un! orm erose-section . 
TOe v 1 tion 01 eter fin llY mea ur d using 
an 0 tic 1 e hod. The tube a 1 lum1n ted d an d 
1 
thl'o 0 th 
ot the tube 
1n 
• 
0 
re 
tth 
( 
.' -r-
the 
1n 
tru 
e 11ll 8 
inter 1 
term 
inte n 1 
I 
0 
r 
o le w 1 0 
nd ext rn 1 
thl . It 1 
1u 1 lv-en y 
(2 .11) 
t r 
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here I measured 1nternal radius r, = (2.11) 
- me!suredintern!l .radius. m = 
measured external radius • 
r = retr ctive index of the glass . 
The rate of growth was measured in a number of 
d1f~erent tubes having diameters 0 .1 to 1 . 0 mm . A 
solution of 1.0 gm . / 0.0. nd current of 1 mil11 8 
as employed. From these measurements the mean diameter 
of the denor1 te W B c aloulated . These resulte are shown 
1n F1gure (2 .7). The dashed l1ne shows the max1 wn 
d1 eter which a dendr1 te grown in gi ven tube could 
have . 
A actor hi ob ight 0 sibly feet the p th taken 
bY gro ing d ndrite 16 an extern 1 m gnetlc t1 ld. 
This oould oonoe.1v bly reduoe an eleotrem gnetio :force 
on the sro tip, 1nfl uence the motion 0 th 10 
1 the eleotrolyte , 
In tube . th 11 1 ve onlY one irection v 11abl 
for 0 , 1 ' n dishe end.r>1t10 grc h 1 0 
1 re th t 1t 1 not 0 1ble to t1e 
1e1 h v ect. The dv t 0 tube. 
ho vcr t d yet leave th en ite 0 e 
01e 1 the direction n ioll it ' 0 1 
tub 00 olnt 1 loyed . 
It cul to 0 uoe Y 
-
h ub 
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of narro bore , but it is comparatively simple to 
construct a narro groove of this shape in the surface 
of an lnsul ting materi 1 such a perepex . This , filled 
with electrolYte, produces a cell whiohserves quite as 
ell as a tube in constraining the growth . 
A Y - shaped , three- electrode cell as constructed 
in this manner .. The groove , about 0 .5 mm . id and. deep, 
as filled i th saturated solut1on orsl1 v r n1 trate . 
(If a more dilute solutlon were used ev porat1on rapidly 
c used the solution to become satur ted . ) 
In the first r1e8 of xperlments the electrode 
in t 0 of the limbs , A and B, re connected to the 
posltive to in 1 of a otent1al souroe nd the oth r 
electrode , C, to the negatlve aide . This caused dendrite 
to sro fro C hloh li t into two en 1 t re .ched the 
branch oint. hole ( bout 1.5 mm . dlamet r) s 
drill d at the br ch oint to give th dendrite $0 e 
tr 0 I pp11 d m gn tic la1d ha any 
1nflu ce it coul 01 B th gro th from one ide 0 this 
hol oh ng den ite enter one 0 the 
or B,. b 01' the oth r . Th1 ould r duce the 
Cl of thi 11 r 1 t1ve to th oth r caua1n 
nt to p 0 th t the d n it in th1 1i b 
Tb! 1<1 b 1 
- oc 00 • 
tic 1el 0 bout 2,000 oe . p l1ed 
ce, 1 D et-1on to tb pl n 0 
Direotion of Naximum llaximum Equ 
magnetio field growth in A growth in B gr o t h 
+ IS ~ 2 
1 7 ~ 
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Non 4- 5 1. 
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Dir ction of um qv. 
neltio tielcl growth in A 8 owth i n .B gr b 
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the Y. A current of bout 2 milliamps was passed 
through each limb . These currents were adjusted th 
an external resistance so that they ere initially of 
the same strength . In a fe pre liminary runs the 
direction of the magnet field did seem to determine the 
direction in whioh the gre tes t growth took place . 
(Appendix D) On a later occ s10n , hoever , this as 
found to be only a statistical relationship. Table 
(2.1 ) ho the number of times the dendrite grew moat 
1n each limb with the field in the t 0 directions and 
1th no ap 11ed field . 
second series of experiments were performed in 
h1eh A and B ere made 0 thod s , and C the anod • 
1th the other conditions simil to those in the 
ex r1 ent de crlbed above , d ndr1t 8 gre trom an 
B. The re ulta 1n Table (2 . 2) sho that the m gn tic 
fi 1 h d no e ect on th growth . 
In vie of th ot th t there was some correl ti on 
bet n th air ot10n of the magnetic 1eld and the 
1n the first erie ot x etlon 0 
but not 1n th acoM it appe leetrom gIll t1c 
ore on e tip prob l.y1 lu noe th 0 
owth r r tb t 10n10 motion . Ho ver, thl 1 
only t oonclU! 10 • 
In 0 r to oot 1n mol" t bout th f et t 
1 4e 1 bl 0 Y orne 0 the r t • It 
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found that the beh ViOUI1 of the dendrl te as 
approximately the same in cells in which the angle 
bet en the limbs A and B ae 300 and 1800 • Altering 
the other parameters presents some dirflcul ty . For 
currents leas than about 2 ml1l1amps the growth in the 
hole t the branch po1nt is not dendrl tlc 0 that 1 t 
beco es filled , unlformly , ith llver . ith greater 
currents the electrolyte evaporates more rapidly , an 
the cell becomes open- circuit d before the process is 
com leted . The lze of the ~ole oannot be changed 
muoh either . Sm ller holes do not glve the dendr1te 
enough treedom 80 the br ohee grow equally in e ob 
11mb , d larg r boles pproJtlm to to the cond1 t1 ons in 
o en d1 be • It a not po eible to Bee it the 
m gnetic :fiel h any effeot on en ite own in 
capryl cohol lth e tur ted olution of tannouB 
ohlor! e the oovee h d re i tanoe 0 bout 500 
megob.ms per e • Only extremely mall ourrent coul 
be an the olution v p~r te be or any 0 
too 00 . 
Tb tr 0 them tic leld i p r eter 
h1ch coul · b 1 • It i thou t th t 
prob r 1 tion faun th et of 
th t le1 0 the order ntur 1 
1r SU1 1 . tlon r tio 
Uc t 0 hip _ ch , 
1 
however, ould be difficult to produce in miniature, 
10 -power devices . 
2 . (15) Discussion of t esu1ts • 
ost of the experiments described in this chapter 
may be considered as part of an attempt to answer the 
question of hat determines the shape to which a crystal 
ill gro • Thi is a question hich has been asked 
many times before . The first ana ers appeared in ter s 
of the odynamics. It w s thought at one time that 
the sb pe to hi ch a cryst 1 ou1d grow was the one 
which minimi ed the ur ace free energy. This appro ch 
aa deve10 d by Curi (1885) and by Wu1ff (1901) . L ter 
it a sho tb t thie did not hold for ory t 1 1 ger 
than about a 1cr , s bove thi size the departure o 
minimum fre energy caused by non-equilibrium ha i 
lee th~ th t nece y to c u the cryst 1 to gro. 
Cry t Is gro by the dd1t1on of ion to their f ces. 
It i kno th t an ion ill ot be bound very tro 1y 
to ce un1e it 1 in cont et with e ge or tep. 
e u e 0 the d1 renee b t en th rved and 
o 10 ted 0 ory t 1 it o tul ted th t 
real cry t r t u 1y 0 te on the1r 
u to 10c tio the cry t • ub aqua tly 
d e n e 1 10 t10n ob rv (Fr , 1958). 
'rh 0 h 0 e y t 1 e to e 
th t 0 10 b g ro t to c y t 1 c , by 
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electrolysis or by a diffusion process , and then moving 
over the f ace until it reaches a step . The direction 
in which a crystal grows may thus be influenced as much 
by the ions within the crystal as by the external electric 
field or concentra tion gr nt . It i6 , therefore , hardly 
surprising that there was a l arge variati on in the 'ay in 
which the dendrites grew under seemingly similar condit1 0ns . 
A theory of the formation of electrolytic hiskers 
has been given by Price et al (1958). Electrolytic 
whiskers are formed by the electrodeposition of metals 
but , unlike dendrites , have a uniform diameter . Price 
et al consider that the metal ions ar rive at the gro ~h 
face by clec tric transport and impurities art'i ve there by 
di:ffueion . They as ume that gro rth cannot take place 
if t he impurity concentration exceeds a certain critical 
value . This is sho t o set a limit on the radii of the 
whiskers . The c lculated reeults they obt in are in very 
good agr ement th the xperimental find1ngs . 
The im itls in this instance act a 1nhibitors 
of cryet 1 h . In th exp rim nts de cribed 1n this 
ch t r no in urlti s re deliberately itroduced 1nto 
the electrolyt . The 10ne , how vel', may et 
1nhib1tor (1 cher , 1954) . If ia 1s 00 the d 
or inhib1tion shoul 1 er the conoentr t10n 10 
1nor ad . hin m x 1 1n by th ln1t1 1 
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of the curves in Figure (2 .5) are inversely related to 
the concentration or the electrolyte . As the ourrent is 
inoreased the silver ions in the cathode region becomes 
in exoess of the nitr te ions so that their inhibitory 
action becomes less and other factors determine the 
shape or the dendrite . 
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CRAPrER III 
ELECTROCHEMICAL , VARIABLE- RESISTANCE DEVICES 
3 . Cl} Historical 
During the last decade there have been a number 
of attempts to employ electrochem1cal reactions in 
adaptive devices . One of the earliest of these was 
by Drechsler (1951), who built a machine which simulated 
the Pavlovian reflexes found in animals . He used a 
tank containing an electrolyte of lead acetate and 
cellulose triacetate dissolved 1n acet1c ac1d . The 
'conditioning ' of the machine caus~d electrical im ulses 
t o :flo 11 bet 'een electrodes immersed in th1s tank. Tb sc 
in turn caused met llic threads t o gro I between the 
electrodes, altering the conduction paths and , hence 
the ' behavl0 I' of the machine .. 
In 1957 , acKay demonstrated devioe in i ioh the 
growth ot: silver dend.r1tesfrom slIver nltr to solution 
o control led electrically to v~y the impedanoes 
bet en nu b r of' electrodes .. He report d , ho ever, 
that there U6 littl · chang in th A.C. lm od cc Wlt11 
the endr1t1c connection s nearly oomplete ( cKo.y,1958) . 
An ' evolution y ' system ut1li ing the 1 trode 0 1tlon 
0 ID t 1 a report, d by Peak (1958). 'lb.la c oneisted 
0 dish cont 1nin concentr t d q eou solution of 
f rroua u1 te ,. A reg\llar r ot' tinum 1 ctrodes 
w 1 to this olution , nd t rn 1 cl , cu1t 
00 to t.h e ol ctro eo . Currents 1'10 ng 
40a 
through the electrolyte caused iron ribres to gro 
between the electrodes . These fibres were soluble 
in the electrolyte and so they dissolved if 
insufficient current passed through them . The 
fibres hich ere used much remained whilst those 
which re seldo~ used disappeared . This, 
according to Pask, is analogous to the Dar inian 
situation in ich only the ' f'it t.est ' survive . 
An artifici 1 ' syna e' t'hich made use of the 
electrolytic decompOSition of dilute sul uric acid 
os constructed by Harmon (1958) . Tb gases so liberated 
expanded a Silvered rUbber membr e so that it re ed 
gainst a c bon re i tor and rog!' ss1vely shorted it . 
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This device had the disadvantage that the resistunce 
could be changed ir. one directior. only . 
, idro. (1960) has produced a successful cont1nously-
variable resistor . This consists of a cl:i.rbon resistor 
immersed in a bntp containinp copper sulphate solution . 
An addi tional copper electrode is introduced into the ba th . 
By paLsing a direct current in the appropriate direction 
copper is dissolved und deposi ted onto tl e curbon . This 
r~duces t I e resis~ance of the carbon resistor . A current 
in the opposite direction will restore the resistor to its 
original resis tance . .. idrow has Si ven the name I memietor ' 
(resistor '/i th rr.emory) to devices of this type . 
Finallv , Steinbuch (1961) hus sug~ested the e1ectlo-
deposition of 3 metul as onc of the pOBsjb1e methods of 
producing th~ vlriable connectionH in his ' learning matrix' . 
The reaction sugP s tcd by him is the depooition of silver 
from silver bromide electrolyte . 
lectl'och~mica1 , vUl'iable- reeistunce d~vice . 
e m ntioned in th previous chapter, the author 
hae r cently d v lop d y t ano th r l':lec t 'ochomically 
variaole r o1otor 'hlch overcomes th limit· tione of 
acKay ' s arller cvice by growing Bi1v~r d ndr1t ~ in 
narro cha nn 10 (tacKay and Ainsworth , 1961) . A numb r 
o th lay no b n con tructed nd their propert" a 
'11 s u vie s pp ar to of" r s vel' 1 
op c1 lly trom the at· l1l )oint of maa -production. 
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The basic design is illustrated in Figure (2 . 1) 
(Chapter 11) . '!'he operation is os follows . A voltage 
is applied hich makes electrode A positive with respect 
to elec trode B . A dendrite forms on B and grows along 
the tube to ,'ards A. This reduces the re:::>istnnce of the 
tube . The rebistance at a time t , H(t) may be derived 
from e uation (2 . 7) 
R (t) = R (0) - ( 3 . 1) 
The resistance is increased by applying a voltage 
in the opposite direction making A negative ith respect 
to B. This causes the d ndrite in the tube to issolve 
and silver ions to be deposited on A. As A is surrounded 
by a large bulk 01 electrolyte the current dens1t at ny 
point on its surface will b lee than at a corrosnon ing 
point on B, so there ill be le3'" t ndency fo u dendrite 
to b form a on A. If however , on does gro it 11 
not much afr et the im J dance of the c lIt as it 111 s ort 
cl uit only the colUmn of 11 id in th ~ 1de tube . hich 
ha'" n 11 ibl imned nce corn I'6d w1 th that in th narro, 
ub 
Th in ea e I' G i anc 0 th c 1 is 1ven b 
R (t) = R (0) S: , (I ' ) I (3 . 2) + f 
Th urr nt on . hi h th tor 
, 
d P nds is in 
n r 1 th 8 me a th our nt un r h 1 
D n ri ro'n fC! nt eUrr nt< lay if erent 
0 et 0 1 o I/ mu b th curl' nt a 
22 . 5 
20 . 5 
esistance 
(megohms) 
17 . 5 
15 . 0 
12 · 5 
10 . 0 
7. 5 
0 1 2 3 
15 
(k11oho ) 
1 
o 1 
Concentration 0 . 1gm . /c . c . 
Current 0 . 1mA. 
4 5 6 7 8 9 
Time (minutes) 
( a ) 
Cone ntr tion 1 . 0gm ./c .c . 
Curront 4. 0roA. 
2 "3 1+ 
'rim ( u 
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1 . 
10 
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thl:it part of the dendrite was grown, rather than the 
curr nt which is dissolving it . p,( is not usually the 
same as g as the dendrite does lot dissolve completely . 
It is convenient for many applic~tions of this 
device to connect a large resistor in series with it 
when growing or dissolving dendrites so that the current 
throu~h it remains efjectively constant . The equilibrium 
resistance of the cell is then, 
R (t) = R (0) + g (r) I t 
~h~re I is the constant currant , regarded us positive 
vhen it flo ';s from B to A . 
3 . ~) Effect of current reversal . 
Equations (3 .1) and (3 . 2) describe the 'static' 
characteristics of the cell . Unfortunately, besides the 
deposition and dissolution of the metal l ic ions from the 
electrodes a potential applied ucross an electrolyt4c cell 
ct:tuaes all the other ions to drift towards the 61 rode . 
This phenomenon is kllO:m as polarisation . It 1 ads to a 
t mpol'lu'Y chan e in impedance which decays expon uti l.ly 
to tl e ori inal · hl.:n the vol tage 10 swi tch d off and the 
ion are a110 '<ed to dU'ftlse thl'onghout th 01 ctro1yte .. 
In order to ind hO:l this affected the resi tance 
of th cell durin the ro~th proooes Gomy ' dynamic' 
characteristic yoro plott d . Th ~() 0.1"0 nhown in 19ux'e 
Th y ':ere ob tain by applyin u cons tant cur n 
~r a n l10 T 1n ono traction th n·rvers1ng it for the 
same period T. The absdscae of the graphs are tl.e 
instantaneous D.C. resist~nces o~ the cells . The arrows 
on the curves indicil te the direction 0 ~ the current 
during the fh'st cvcle . 
The behaviour of the cells was similar in each 
case , a type of hys teresis loop being obtained . Figure 
( 3 . 1 . a) sho '!s the resi"'tance change for a cell con taining 
an electrolyte of 0 . 1 gm . per c . c . silver nitrate solution 
when a current of 0 . 1 m1111amps was passed in each 
direction for a 10 minute period . 'rhe loop ls most 
pronounced in tL1e case . The sudden change in resistance 
due to polarisation on the first cu~rent reversal is so 
gren t as ulmos t to res tore the !'e j 6 tuncd of the tube to 
the value 1 t i--.nd before the dene ri to wue grown . 
In li'igurb (3 . 1 .b) another feuture shows its If . 
The cell 1n this case contained u 1. 0 gm . ne!' c . c . silver 
nitrate electrolyt • an vas driven by a 4 milliamp current 
for B 5 minute period . The change in resistance during 
the first c 'cle as far gr ter than in subsuquent on 0;> . 
This ~us d e to the dendrite ' s not dissolving completely 
h n the curr n t f.'as oven'sed . The smu] 1 'P'i cea hich 
brok off durin th d's olution remained in th tube and 
perm nently loy r d its esistuneo . The r o1stonc per 'nit 
1 n th of th tub not. continuously low l'l;:d , howev-r 
but • 
th 
11 d conot nt ft r the first r eye} s . 
r t flv cv 1 e or 80 th resjcLanc chong 
A t r 
bee me 
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fairly constant . 
From the curves of Figure (3 . 1) it is seen that 
the closest behaviour to that described by equations 
(3 . 1) and (3 . 2) is shown by cells containing a high 
concentra tion electrolyte in w' icn dendrites have been 
grovm and issolved by relatively large currents . 
3. (4) He ting effects in tubes . 
The rate at wLich the resistance of u c 11 c!;.n be 
changed is approximately proportional to the current 
through it (]1 re 2. 4) . In order to determine the 
maximum r te hich res1stances may be c nged it is 
therefore neeeusa to determine th maximum current hieh 
ma oaf~ly be pass d . 
thu t thi 3 :as limi te 
I'eliminary ~xp riments sug ested 
by the 01 ctrolyto ' s boiling hen 
a certain current had been exceeded , so more detailed 
me sur ents 'er t ken to ch ok this . 
the intern 1 pea of the tube Vias so much 
than th reE of its end~ it ~a assumed th t all the 
eater 
h trod c d 'la condu t d 'lay th ou 11 th Sl ss all . 
'rhe r t 0 flol{ 01 hea· r em th axis of cylindrical 
tub of int 'n 1 radius r , te n 1 l' diu 'i nd 1 ngth 
1 1 
h 
n 
If 
9; 
e. 
= 
th 
th 
l' U ine1d 
o t 1 
of tl 
( . 4) 
·11 
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The rate of uroduct10n of heat by Cl. current I flo'iing 
through a tube of resi"'tance R is , 
Mi. = (J is the clotrical 
dt e 1ui valen t of hca t . ) 
It as 8scumed thut heat ~as generated and 
dissipated only by that part of the tube which did not 
contain a dendrite . It' t his hu" a lcngh 1 , then , 
~ = 
t 
'/horE:; <1 ':6 the conductivity of the electrolyte . 
The maximum r'te of loss of lest is given b 
qu tion (3 . ') 'len 9; is c uul to th boil in oin t of' 
the lectrolyte . tnen the heat uroduced i e uel to 
this the li id ill boil n tll tube ;111 fill i th 
bubbles 01 vs our . 'Ibe resist nce of the c 11 ill th n 
audd 1.v become vcr lor e . 
'rh exi cu r n ich r:1ay b 
I ... ( 211'1.,. K (9,.,. -60 )1'"," <T~ = Jo,c. (,. .. /,-,) 
h' 9 ... 11 b i11n oint of th 
the on c tlvl 
ximu 
or 1nuo 1 
01 ctrolyt 
h h could 
t b 'I d 
by up 1 1 1 I n tin 
n o It 
r t co 1 r 
0 i thus, 
) it ( . 6) 
1 rol t n d',.. 
t .1 ftp r tu \ 
11 
t . L r I 
x m 
0 
o growth 21llA. 0 31llA. 4m.A. 
15 
0 
5 
4 8 13 
20 5 6mA. 20 8mA • 20 . 
5 15 15 lOraA. 
-------- .. --
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() SIST eE ( lohm) veraus TI (day) : CON 1 . Og '/0.0.. 
(b) ( ohm ( o. ~/ .0. 
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current \/hich could be passed for periods greater than 
about 30 seconds ~as constant . 
The maximum steady curI'cnts , A. C. and D. C., ,,;i.ich 
could be passed t hrough 1 . 0 and 0 . 5 mm . bore tubes were 
found to be 20 mi11iamps and 12 milliamps respectively . 
Substitution of th~ aprropriate constants and dimensions 
in equation (3 . 6) yielded 20 . 5 mi11iamps and 12 . 6 
mil11amps for the maximum CUl'lents . This agreement is 
surprisingly good considering ~lat the value for the 
o 
conduc t1 vi ty of the elec trolyte at 100 C had to be 
det~rmined by e.-tl'opola tion from values ob tained by 
muasurement at 10 er temoeratures . 
3. (5) St bili ty of I'osi stD:~c~ . 
Tho stabil i ty of a number or t,'oical cells 8 
investigated as sho m in Figure ( ; . 8). The curves in 
Io' igure (.3 . 2a) refel' to the tubes which contuined an 
electl'ol, te of 1.0 gm . P r c . c . silvt:::r nitr to and those 
in F1gur (3 . 2b) to thoso containing un eluctrolyte of 
0 . 1 . p r c . c . conc ntr tion . , h imped nce .; us 
meusure s n unction of time .tith un A. C. he:; tstone 
1'h do tte l1n s sho 11 th in1 ti 1 l'csist co 
0:(' each tubu before dendrite I S ovm in it . 
The den r1.tuG 81' 0 m in he 1 . 0 gm . ) . c . 
1 ct olyt t 5 • 1 6 milli mpa rI 1'0 the most at hl • 
Th 1 "1 t n of th tubo con t i. in 11 6 mill! mps 
nd it b only la' uring th 17 
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the measurements were taken . AftLr this time the cell 
became open- circui ted . This happened because the cell 
was imperfectly sealed and the l'quid eva~orated leaving 
the electrode in the wide port of the tube no longer 
immersed in the el ctrolyte . 
The reason why these conditions wer' the most stable 
is probably that these currents produce laI'ge metallic 
crystals . At lower curl'en ' otrengths dendritic growth is 
somo, hat inhibited resulting in rather erratic growth; 
whereas at higher current strength'" the dendriteo are thin 
and mechanicall weak. 
The curves obtained with the 0 . 1 gm . per c . c . 
electrolyte are ueculiar in that growth caused the A. C. 
rea1atanc of the tubes to increaso . Vii th this 10 'I 
coneentr: tion the gro th must have so depleted the numb r 
ot' ions in the l'C.;,t of' the tube that there was a nat 
ine 'oase in r sistonce . T1e resistane redl ly decreased 
u tll 'ons diffused long the tube bu t b;V this time th 
d ndrites had brokan up so th t the resis tancee never fell 
b n th the1r init1 1 values . 
t.ubes . 
On of th ttl' tiv propert1a 01' theGu vie 8 
is th t their l' iot ne can be ' 1 eu , \' i th It !"'na tins 
curt" nt . 1 thou app ciably hanging th ue 
I 1 o b m d of th1 pro r tit 1, r '0 
d1 ov 1" .'h th r th i.roped nee d ond on tll r 'eq le c 
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of the A.C. signala, and also ha the A.C. im edanee 
ie r elated to the D.C. resistanoe . 
Using ien parallel resistance bridge (v.ChapterIV) 
it as found that the impedanoe was independent at 
frequency over range of 15 c.p.s. to 50 Kc . p . a . The 
resistive co ponent over this range was, as far aa could 
be scerta1ned , equ 1 to the D.C. resistance. It 1 
difficult to measure the D.C. res istance aecur te1y 
th1s 1a c ont1nu 11y changing ow1ng to den it1c gro th 
and pol 1sat1on. The c pacitive c omponent of the 
impedance waa lea th 10pF for typic 1 cell . 
The A.C. 1 ped nce of the cell pp ared to be 
indep ndent 0 the volt ge acro 1t tor the r nge 
15-900 il11volt . This as urpria1ng a the 
reai tance of electrolytio oel1a is usu lly non-11ne 
1n thi range. Al though the r 1 t nce of the 
electrolyte 1 nor ally 1n epen ent 0 volt ge, th t of 
the lectro e/oloctrolyt lnt r~ c 1 not . In th1 
c e e1ther the high, 11ne r r i t co of the tube 
e tor than th t 0 the inter oe, or the non-much 
lin o the 10t rr co 1 ot t th m lYe 
1 . 
It 1 t 1 hl to be blo to ' re ' th 
r 1 t 0 e 11 u 1n et 0 but out 
ch nit . 1 b oco p11 h d 1 e 11 0 h 
A c 
Figure 3.3. 
. . 
r::::o'----_-_-J-._ - _ - _- ~-_ _ - _ ~ 
.. - - - -- - .... . -
- - - - -- - --_ .. -
Fi gure 3.4. 
F ig u r 3.5. 
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type shown 1n Figure (3 .3) i employed. ( acKay and 
Ains orth, 1963) . The signal current is passed 
bet een the silver electrodes A and B 1n the t,o 
capillary tubes . These tubes commun1cate w1tn a 
common re ervoir of electrol yte 1n which a th1rd s11ver 
electrode C is placed . If direct current 1s passed 
bet een C and el ther or both A and B dendrl tee may be 
grown or d1ss01ved 1n the cap1l1 rie , thus altering 
the impedance bet en A and B. Any current passing 
bet een A and B alone , ho ever , 111 d1 solve 
approxlm tel~ as much from one endr1te a it dds to 
the other, rov1ded that these dendr1 te re grown and 
die olved 1th the s me current, 0 that (over hort 
p riod) th iped co bet een A and B need not be a£ected .. 
Th1s tnree-termin 1 device can be dapted and g neral1 ed 
t o n .. t r in 0 er tlon , where it i de 1red to coru ect 
r of point to 1ngle ter 1n 1 through var1able 
re 1 tance • One 1 ple orm i produced by boring a 
many long , lne hol require through thick block 
0 in ul t r1 1 , d 1mm r 1ng th& 10 r ur oe 1 
0 elect olyte cont ning the cotomon electro e . 
( ur ' .4) Th 11v r ix-s in rt in the top 0 
each hol (t 1"1' .c . 1 la rom th olnt .- T e 
1 t nc c v 1 by eau lng n 1te to 0 
0 th r u1 e , y th up 
1r et c 
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r d1 ly Y etr1cal arm which is more 
conven1ent for m D3 urpose 1 11lu tr td in Figure 
Th1s construction m e 1t e y to tack 1 e 
numb r , 0 uoh device v rt1c lly. (acKay d 
A1ne rth, 1963) • 
.i de ice ot th1 arm h b n bUilt, but it 
virtu lly 1ble to 111 long, 1ne hole t th1c 
hole re 1110 d sla G C p1l1 ry tube re 
c he ~ 'J.h:t · v the e e intern 
er 
co '1 t10 • I' own by in 
b 
1 1 
e 00 
ho 
to 
y 
1 
th 
1 an 00 tr 1 
e eh 
" 
Frg UI" 3.6 Ca). 
c~--~--------~--------~------~ 
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bJ 
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1'111 d 1th 8 tur ted olut on a lectrolyte. So, 
unle h1gh voltage ar v 11 b1 to dr1ve the curr nt 
th ough th se tub • 1 t beoome de 1r b1c to th1nk ot 
other w 1nor ing the roentag r te 0 ch e 
of ree1 
Tb 1 t etho i to conn t number ot cell 
in uric in gur (3.6 ) . If' n c 11 re 
o1ned ln th1 , t e r t ot r 1 t ce chan will b 
1nor TIll ement , ho v r, o 8 · ot 
11 vi t th :tt'10u1 ty d by v r high 1 t • 
It ch 0 ocll h n-f ot' th r 1 t ne of tb 
o 11 tb th tot 1 1 t c , d r -
0 nt , 11 b b or • 
1 0 on od 0 
1 1 
o 
to 
r 
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elec tl"ocheml,q 
Tb special orm of the 11ver-a11v r nltr to cell 
de crlbed 1n thl ch pt r o:ffer some Bdv t gO& ov r 
all previous electrooheml0 1 viable- real t c d vices 
exce t the ' itor ' 01 14ro . thou r'levant dat 
re not va11 ble for the meml tor it le probable tb t 
thl -oul h ve l' tor ereent ge r to ot eh se 0 
re 1 t co t bn the cl n . i te c 11 . The r te 0 
r t ca ch of th en te eell 1 , ha r. 
ntl t tor ml1n¥ lie tion t d can be 
1 b r uelng th 0 th cell , . It c a1 
be -1'0 by co truotl the co ound cell 
0 1 re (3 6) . cl cult 0 (J .6b) c 
• 
ot 
00 lob • 01 tor 
10 r 1. t; 
eh 1 rl 1 
bl in 1 tOt oul 0 
1 
e 0 t 6 
1 0 b 1 
1'.0 
.1 • 
\1 t 
I 0 0 
0 
• 
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Tho 11v r n1tr te cell offer a numb r 0 
adv t e over th e 1 tor . The 0 t 1 port t 
ot th 1 thtth r e over hich the re 1 
b 
1 ly b 
tube . 
or r 
The r 
o , 
11' n 1 
d 
o 
lch 
ted 
er 
ter 
th 1 to ' r 
1 h 
o 
o 
c 
b de 1 r Q 1r 
ing the 1 ng b 0 the e 111 
ot th1 r 
t r th 
e 1 to 1 0 
e c n be 
ther 10 
10 . 
c 
or n-t 
tor . 
ord r ot 2 to 50 
1n 1 0 r ion 
Th h1gh r 1 t d~ 
1 . u t 
olyt • 
1loh 
ot b 1 or", 
U oun 1n 
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1th 
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I' ot c 
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tub th unifor bore becau e the e gave linear 
rel t10n 1p bet en re 1et ce and t1 e t con tant 
current . It 1a 0 1ble , ho v r , to em loy nOD-
un1.for bore 1 ord r 0 oh1eve oth r rel t10n hi 
l1ne 1ty bet r 1 tanc d t1 e t con tant 
volt e or or 108 r1 r 1 tion bet n 
re 1 t e . ole ne r 10 , 
1 or t10n roce 1 ev1ce coul be b 11t 1n 
r1 
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CHAPl'ER IV 
OD10 OXIDE FIL S 
al t e rnat1 ve to t.h method ot dju t1 ng the 
1 ~ d nee 0 an 1 ctrolyt1c c 11 by gro 1 g conduoting 
p th b t en the e1 ctrod B 16 by the sro o 
1 ul t10n on on or the electr ode (acKay, 1961; 
eX d J 8 rth, 1961) . If 11 , OB 
1 t noe 1 \lOh ter than th t 0 th leo rol te. 
0 on on 0 th 1 otrode , B 1 luatr ted 1n 
Ft (4. ) t h 1 art e Cl 11 b 00 
th £11 .. Tb. no o· t.h 0 1 c 
d b v 1 th th1c 0 11 • 
v 1 bl 1 
1 it 1 the 01 0 
c 1 co c h o 
ro rt1 
loh 1 • co p 
1 .. • on 
o 
• 
Figur 4.1. 
Figu 4'.2 . 
------~~~--------~---- v Vf 
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oxlde lcb can be formed on lum1nium by th1s thod-
orou and non- orou .. The ty e h1ch 1s fo ed depends 
u on the 1 ctrolyte u ad in the c 11 . 
oroue films r obtain d by odisln in tro acl 
uch e 08 orie . chromic , sulphuric od ox l1e cide. 
Tb 
in igw:-
o a porou 11m i ho m d1 gr 
( . 2) . 'lbe oon uet1v1ty 0 th 11 
utic 11y 
e1 11 l' 
to h t or th lect oLYt 80 th 1lro eont1nu to 0 
d 
v 
Ion th val t e 1 
o Ion 
....... ..u.wn t 0 tb 
od10 ox tlon 1 
o 
rotect1 et 11 on 
1 0 
Co 
) 
9 9) . 
th t 
1n1u 
1 
th t 
Q • 
1 
1 
to th c 1. Tb. 
, ond th t ie eo i 
p 8 cS .. 
u t 1 111 0 1'0 1d 
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1eh 1 e hI 0 b in 
1 o 1 ttl 
uoh Cl 11 r 1 
r r 
" 
on 1u 1 1u 
le 0 
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1 
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en the first layer of film has grown the electrolyte 
b co e in8ulsted fro the metal . or the film to grow 1n 
thee condItion the et 1 ions (or oxygen ione) must b 
tr ort d through the oxide 1 ttio • In g n r this 
r 8 ry hi h electric 1ald. Aa the 11m gro 
un r con t nt e 11 volt ge th th10knee 0 the t11 
10cr Q e eo the field str nsth dro Ihen th1s b co e 
t t th cb ea or ID t 1 10n t . beln bI to 
th t t1 1:0 r " e 0 t the 1 tt1ee becom n glt 1ble, 
o h eft oont! us . Thu the t11 
1 
o 10 
t . 
T 
o o 
o 
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Guntherseh 1ze and Betz (1937) . The-y found tha t the 
curr n tIt ougb film ex. onent1al t'unetion 0 the 
01 ctrie field oro it 
I ( ) 
e , B e eonst ta . 
eQu 10n or this orm may be d r1ved by con 1d ring 
th 
t 
dott d 11n 
pI e ) . 
v br tin 
t 
olut 
1 
2 . 0 
r 
1 
o 8 
ple 
, r ' 
nt , 
by 
I 
o an 10n 1n the 0 1de latt1ce to va y 
r ho in 1 gur (4 . l.d • (Tbe 
et nt1 1 n l'gy hen no ield 
1 ione co 
otlon 
r 0 
r 
Q 
01 
) I 
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In the ca e 0 a hlgh resistance film 1n ord r to 
obt 1n e sur bIe e urr nt 1 t 1 nece Bary to ap l-y 0 
1 ge a 1 1d t t the current 1n the b 0 rd direotion 
1 n 81181b1e . The current througb the til 1 ten, 
I 2 ' n' qt
' 
e p - ('/kT) xp (qa ' E/kT) (4 . 2) 
h1eb 10 0 the 
1s tho 
t1 ' 1 1nl 
u t10n (4 . 1) . 
p 11 d to the sro 
(1935) • 
0'£ oxld 
It 1 not e rt 1n tb t th no 0 10ns 18 con 011 d 
by b b r1 
b i 
the oontroll 
{ 
ott (1947) 
u tU 
n 
To 
, 
n 
1 
" 
• 
h 
l( 
t in ox1 
1 r t 
etor .. h 
b C b r ott 
ot or 1 1 
(4 . 5) · 
j . 
on " 
I It ) / 
0 0 p run t 
to 
... [ (" + U)/TJ 
r b 
• 0 
) .. 
It b 
o id 1 
b n tr 
(1948) • The 
111111 r tht 
to 
ill oc 11 
} 
0 
1 ~ e r t 
) 
f'o 
e 
1 
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tot 11y 1 tro ic and found th t it ,us described by 
th xpr o1on 
I = ,S:'" ~ ( ~- ) (' . 5) 
Ch 11 by riv tiOl or th 1 ctron 
eu)'!' nt in a 1 1 , to ~ott .for t • 
10 CUI' n . Tt m in 1 in this e th 
th 'I' nt 1 h opposite to tl 1 Id is not 
n 11 1b1 t or e tr m Iy hi h 1 Id • Tl d 
I = 2n • ( U/k'l') (KT) 
- (4 . 7) 
You 11 m of th gro '/ h of ox1 e 11 
on I iobi m. 'h r 1 m y B 1 11 
to 1 o 1 m • Youn (19 ! ) 1 c 
n 0 t o 'm ion 0 
11 0 t 'l'h 
b ( ) c ne1t, m ) 
lnt ( 1 m on to ) 
10n 0 h u ntl 
0 h 0 
( ) 
DU 1 
to 
(\ 1 ) ( 1) .. 
c 
o 
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I t 'la found tha t th curl' n t el f1ciuncy approached l~ 
as th current dens i ty rt S 1ncrtl~ sed . 
The cxpI'ession dE / d log 1 ia known as the Tarel 
slop . I t is pI'cdfe t d by both the }Jot t ond Ver 'ey theories 
to be pro portional to absolute temperature . The Tafel 
olop found to be substantially 1nd endant of 
tempera tur fOl both t n talum (Youn , 1954) and niobium 
(Young, 1956) . D aId (195l~, 1955) has sho on that tl.is 
res II I t could co about if th fIo' ions 'ore controlled 
partiall . b.! the po nt1 1 barr1 l' at th metal/oxide 
int. rf c and art! ly by th s aca charge -:1 thin th 
bulk ox1d . 
l~ 
. 
(.2,) Oth nod1c ox1 films . 
Th t h 1 kn s 0 o.x1d films on uluminium camo. b 
incr d lndef1ni t ly by 1.ncr ojng th ormin vol 
"orm1n volt s ot 200 to 500 volt (d p n 1n8 on th 
P 1'1 Y ot th 01 1niurn) ploduc 1 ctrolum1neGccnc . 
1 th (1959) h 8 1 n' t 1 t th 1 pll nom non ';1 th 
)hoto ult1plier . H ound tha t th 1 f.' et' tor 
.1 th I ctrod hieh h OJ ly be h han 1th tho 
th h d b c ·ropo11 h Th1 U 
1n th 1 tic cont 1but 1 ctr'olum1n cenc • 
T} hi h f1 1d co 1 .0 11y 'b l' {k o m 1'11 eon ln1n 
rn ny t tl ouell th f11 
·ould 00111d h 1 1"1ty tom f ' llch cl 
lu c n ion Cl u in h cd !or of 1 jb 
r 1 \,10 t • 
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Young (1954) 11 ~ discu r Ged the photo- effcc t 1n 
tent lUJn o:tL .. e films in ul tru - violct liaht . 'l'he 
photoc rr nt as me sured as a fun tion of f1 ld and film 
thick} ss. iv n 1'1 ld he found th,t the photccurl'cnt 
iner aGed rap1dly ,'1 th th1eknea up to El 1'e .. hundred 
o an s t om· n. th n 1 m< in d con t nt . T11 sug stcd 
strong ab orpt1on il the oxi c . 
f c hlch m be e to puce claJ.' h a b en 
re o·t d by eel Pistol'iulJ (1956) . Th ':f ehur d 
an 1 ctrolyt1 co ns l' and then d1achul' d 1 t . Some 
t1m 1 tar tl y fo n th t th condon or onc mor had 
vel ttil ro 1 tu pl to 'i'hie volt g . 1e th r r • • 
to 3 11 ' 1'0 id 1 volt C if, (is 1: oun to l' eh a ma.ximu 
fter bout 5 in t t un th n slowl. d Th 
• plain \1 pl 1 01 non by a wni t ox1<1 
con 1n 1 p ck d 0 gen 10ro . un:1 t e 11 
f 32 ox • n io El n '1 fOIY 96 1 mln1um io 1 On 
v l' h r r 21 mil lum ion t 191.1 lly d1 r"but 
on t ih 1 /h n 1 hn gix volt 0 1 
h lu 1nl • on 0 Ct nt i t r 
th1 vol ha bo t.h 10 o r urn 0 
tl 1 1 ion by 1 'fu 101 d in o doi 
r 
o ·11m on n 1 m1n1u~ no 
t l r 1 of: ho to t 1 
d 
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also 06s1ble to decrca l: tr.is l'o"iutance b~' r v rairg 
the polari ty of the ct/1l GO that the cur. unt flo",a 
throu h the 1'1 n in the 10' re iat ncu ail'cct10n . 
.t1. cell consisting of un ulumir i Hr. l:lectrode , la 
..L t1num cl ct 0 
borute 'lO b'11t . 
and an lectrolyte of aqueous a 011 m 
l1lm ."uo fomed on th all mir iUCl b. 
mak1n th1 the nod 0 the c 11 . Thu l' 01 tU.l c of 1.1 
c h curr ent 160 then revel' od for ShOl-t 
tim the: . it b k to ito or i insl irection . 
1 r1'ont flo le ,'m1eh ly r due d Ul 1.1 tl e eell 
'h tim conet 1.1. of l'eB in d :1 1.9 or1 ... n 1 l'e 1 t me . 
t ie 
b in 1- c r 
h d in 
hi 
I 
to 
c u 
( 
vol 
:1 
Ut' t 
U 
1 
:1 
1 j k t U 
{} V I'Y uch th n ,ould h v be n 
11 m 'oly lie t:1 1 cond no I' Id 
1 t . thu t 1.1 r v l' t 
Y 'bl'ok n 1.11 • Im 11 r 
'111 b r r rr d to 
t 
ot: Cl ur1n th 
r bz e • 0 rn 
tl 
1"0' • 
) . 
1'oaion 0 
d vi 
h 
n h 
ou 
1 
it 
" " . j . lo} 0 th 
n 1e ox1 
of th f11 
It i 
:1 
1 
b m 
f11 
1 too 
J. no 
11 .. 
o 1b' 
ne o it r 
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beC8U3e of the rectifying nropertieo of the film 
(Figuru 1.: . 3) . The resi s tt:tnc(, of th 1'11m can b 
rnu{aQurud hOl:eveI' , by direct em'r nt usi! ~ t T. extrs'l ol~ tion 
rnotLod, un' b.t d t rn ting curl' CI f t i ' u cellai' special 
d~31 n 1 om.l~od . 
4 (7) 
h r 1 tion bet. c n curI'Ont n f.1 ld et ~ungth 
in an [ od1 ox1d 11m 1 giv n by equ9tlon (4 . 1) . Ii' 
x 1 tl ~ t11 in as of II ilm a1 V is th voltll across 
it ql tion (4 . 1) come 
1 = A xp Bf/x 
oung (1954) oun th t n the fOl'.'n'1 tion of oxi 
'11mB on lm he curl' nt rt,ci t 10 .. 
j~ umin t}, . a is 1 0 tr 01' hun1n1 urn t.ll t r 1clo s 
o the 111 .1 . bo op 1: ox mfJ 1: propo tion 1 to th 
ch! I' u 0 
x 
1 
118 t t re i to c 0 th f1 m 1 much 
I' 11 r xt 1'lu1 j 1"ou1 t o tln, th volt 
• f·O. I' cono nt , qu t10n (L . .. ) b co G 
X 4.10) 
10 (1/ ) 
Co 1n1. . ) 
lit 10 
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Di istln ','.i t .. s et to t i b ome s 
t -
- E- l I (4 . 11) [1 J~t (IIA)]-t-
For :t I h U .I.tl L 'ollo'r;in;.., Xl 1'1 
D 5 
10 
10 
0 
.. h 1 
il 
o 
only u 0 a , Chi • ~e in 
(4. 11) is o%llv 0 b~ u c 'or 
01 ion it i r on b ut 1'0' Im 10 to l' 
If; ) nt . E1uutlon (4 . 11) 1. n fm 11 1 
t - ( ' . 2) 
cO t 
c t ) o - D (L . 1 
to 1 t on n 0 tiOI • 
I 1 
I" ~ n '10 
( 
f1 
.h n 
b u110 
b 
1 
1 
h c o in 
o bod! 1 1 
4. ) 
01 1. 1 1 
on 
on n 
I ts 
~d 
1 
50 
o 
o o 
c 10r • ) v t' T1 ( a 00 ) , Cr. . 
0.0 
( ) 
.0 
o. 
o 0 
o 
. 7 . 
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1 C tl'O in an ammoni m borate o..l.cctl'olytc , tl.tm broken 
do '/1 by I' vel''' 11 g the po .. , 1'1 ty of th b ttery acros'" tl.e 
ccll. Tl.l ~ ','lS done suv ral tim S unt:1 tl.e :cla 
becam cone L ten t . Tt vol ta£l6 WH~ un "11ed un ti 1 tLe 
reGia L' .cc 0 tl ilm • G oout 6 magohma . TL )01' ri ty 
0' G l' • c.;: l' fo' irne to ' 1 en tl. oriR~ r 1 )01 01'1 t·· ~ ~ s 
r o or d u • the t.m s thko for 1 t: C l'J't;lt to 1'0, to 
certu1 n vu1 IS note.;: Tt 1 (;l don 1'0 l' ucl of "'evor 1 
vu1uCG of t1" Th l' . Its ar shown in iguro (4 . 6) . 
, 
or 01' th re 11 t3 . 0 cuuuc<. y uncerta inti in 
, 0 in ov1 g pol nt I ' f pos ibly 11 htly v r- ing 
in1t1 1 on t101 . 
.iJ c r r. b om i Ut' (l~ . 6) th v luutlon 
of I for t - V pr eOrn 1 1'1 ul t This a 0: 
COM bv he us o' ltlon (4 . 14) . A t t n B to ~: 1'0 
t} 1 ay b .. 1'11.t oximu t 1 , 
It = I 0 D Ioto (4 . 1 ) . 
lot ". ot of It I' I . 
.. 
h 01 of 1..11 
10 o - t . 0 
1. 1 11 ut10n (4 . ll~) , 
(I ) 10 :: D - I t 0 (4 . 16) 
't r ( t) - It - I ) 
of (1 v mi 0 
1, 1 1n ) I) tb t teo) r 
nt. 
.) 
o 
. 8 . 
o 
o o o 
( 
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The total cha 'ge nass d and the total en~~rgy 
di"'o1potc in the dif .. er'cnt filma we"e cnlculat d, na these 
er ~ SllO t. in Tabl (4 . 1) . The for.V3.l'd rosi' t nee of tr e 
cell i.,medint lv ufoI' the original oOlurit: h&d been 
reotored rus moes p by th ex tru 01 tion method escribed 
Roove . This resistuncu ftcr bI' okoo n is also shorn in 
Table (4 . 1) . • he 'all B of r s1st.ane are about tl.e same 
jn ch eus b c u~e the rovers currents woru passed for 
dill rent tirn s . 
I t COl be se n t t.e amount of damo e cauoed by 
r('vol' ing the polo x'! ty of he c 11 il3 much more G 1'0) ly 
1'01u t to th \l ntl ty of chars )8t d th n th 11 ut 
pro ue Th u th t th el'ooion of th film 10 
un 1 1..1'0 h m1 1 
~ ! 10) h A.C. imn flltn- . , 
Tho 1 p d n of n no 10 oxido film may b 
dut r in ill n A.C. 1 "1 pro\'1d d 1 t th 
1 v 1 0'" h biu d. 00 thn t th uluf 1n1u 
1 et od 1 n . r n tiv 1v th pl t1nurn 0 
11 0 it u t • r b mol' po itiv th n tb :1'0 1 
vol 0' th • 1'1.1m 1 1 1'0 n tll 1m onc 'ill 
oh' n 
I "jf n 1 rn' 1..1 f o bl oin th ~ .C. 1 1 c 11 
or '1 I' ( 4 . m loy 'J. 
D.C . 0 1"0~ \ fl1ln 1 b on ill 
t1nu cl th 1 et1 Band C. 
A 
pt. 
B----+--- ----40---C 
AI. AI. 
Figur .10. 
r "0 
• 
t U 
s 
Log O( 
(0 a) 
6 
vo • 
o 
• a( ) 
(oro ) 
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The J . C . signa 1 i 8 appl i d be t ·teon Band C. During one 
half of the cycle the 1.1 h resistance of B w111 Urn! t the 
CUl'I'cnt and d trlng the next l.alf c, cIa tte :'1 h resistance 
of C. ','ill prcdom1n tc . As the res is tance in t.he high 
l' aintunc 11' c 10n is a hundr d to a t,ousand tiro a 
re tur than in th oth r d11' ction , the l~e.;)istunce 
pre nie to tl e A.C. si nol 113 l:Jff ct1vely th high 
rl:JDi t n e 011 the time . 
,/. i'ien p r l1el r sist nee brl.dge , huving the 
circu1t sho'n in 19u1'c (h . ll) YUu construct d . It 
'UG dr1v n by a vDri h1 fro uency signol n rato1' on 
an ooe1.11oscopc 'bleh h d r cl 1tles for me aurin the 
d1rr renc o\,;t',e n t fO otentlule , nei t.hot' of IVldch la 
(11' th d " :3 use no the ct ctor . This noblcd tll 
im Lcd nee of 11 01' 11 d s1 1 hown in F 19uJ' (4. lQ 
to b (Ht ut' d 0 .... , the x'cQu<mcy I' ng 15 eye1 I r 
con to 50 110cye1 er a ond . 
I' 1 Iv e p cl tiv compon nt 0 th 
jmp d of 1 11 0.1' ho in ' 1 (4 . 12) . 
Th 1 e ho m or '11m '0 'm d t Lt numb or 
Tt ci' u1t u d or 
th th 01" • r 1 en nO. c J) e1 
in 1-
'rh r - u or tl f co 1 ne 1 1 
u n • t 0 n by Srn th (1959) 
tl It of numb r 0 '.01' %' • It 
n 
110 
1 
250 
're u ncy • 1..000 oyole per eeon 
( lOND 
( ) 
o 
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nte' ctin to ote tha tl e I' s1 tunc i ll.proxim t ly 
nv I' 1v 1'0 ol'tlon 1 to th '1'0 uoncy . /; similar 
I' • 1 t ob in b, Yo ng (195;') for oxide film on 
niobium . 
Tl I'u is ne ca c1tllnc of n 1 ul film of 
t1.1ck e e I re 8 b 1'1 tt n El , 
R t c 
"-
(4 . 1 ) 
-(fOt. 1fl 
l' .<1' io t} ondu tivity 
nd 1 h 1 tr1c cont t 1 t . 
J t 1 h n G 0 t 1 o or 101 1 
0 h 10 th 1 tun 'u n 
(0 t ) o 1 
b °POI' 10 vo t (1 13) ho 0 
t 1 0 th 01 
0 t lm 
m } 0 C 10 0 
1 t t i 
1 0 
101 m b u 
0 0 0 ho 0 
11 (h . 6) . I ly 
n n 
on 0 1 1 
1 1 Jl' 
n o b 1 
200 ~ ____________________________________________ ~ 
reQuenoy 1000 oyo1 • oond. 
( ) 
Current ul 0 001 II pa 
and 10 coon a ur tion 
wo 
o 
o 
4.1 ( ). 
o • 000 o ••• 
( 
o 
o 
o 
• 
7h 
only very 10. volta~e s'anals aro applied . :lso as this 
cell is sy m rlcal it i pOBs1b the t n chuna brought 
about du -in o. h .. lf cycle., 111 be nullifi d durinp: the 
Jlt: t . Th ""ain ju. t11'icatton for ua1n this "latlod ia 
tl ut it era' fairly re roducibl r suIte . It 1e the only 
mutlod .'hich enables th up a C 1 1. 1 ve U • e 11 a th, 
reaiot1vo componer t of th impodl.l .. to b m aaured 
imm d1 01 ft l' rO~lkdo·.n . This metllo 1. 0 t.nubJ. d 
the f11 to b orad te) b.r top . 
F'11ms el for to 100 volts on th ulumin1um 
1 Ctro uO of c 11 11k tha aho'JJl in igur (4 . 10) . 
Irl fJ S1 ~ th. brok n do rl b p. using 1 currc)) t of 50 
for 1 ... conda . he im )edance 0' tll 11rn . a 
"" 
m ~ ur d • n th nt for Ul~tl I' 10 
" 
0 on s . 1 (l . 14) ho '; ho' th l'on 1 tane nd 
p eit 0 t.h film d 1- cl ug du -in this 
%'0 0 S . 
C n b n he vu'lu on 0 f l' 1 tone m y 
b cri e 
R 11: xp -
n ih c 1 cl t n (-1 r 4 14b) by 
c 0 
h r 
... 
1 r ot" C 1'1' nt 1 , . 
b Co co 
JL.. 
T ). n1 01 o h hl. 
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i 1 o i 11 G us b s nti 11 
0 or t10n , v n thou the 1 c tl 0-
c b 10 o t 
0 os l' S c le t 
t i ionic h 
0 1 le) 
n 0 '0 1ch 
i 
11 h 
o 
) . 
'urfnco of Surf c of 
1\ )d ill f11 "formod" f lm 
C r nt 
I 
o 
_ _ ,'1 otrolyto 
1 4.15. 
4., . 
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homog n OU8 and unlfor th curr nt d ns1ty ould be the 
s e in 11 p ts d th th1ckn S8 0 the t1 ould 
r em 1n unifor d lng th d1 solution . 
Consld r f1rst th1 1de 1 cs . Su po th thlc 8 
o th 11 t t1me t 1 x . I th conduct1vlti 8 of 
the t'11 electrolyte nd 
pective , th tot 1 r 1 t nce t time t 111 b , 
Cf. 0.. 
Tb ourr nt t ti t 11 b , 
let) Cl (4 . 21) 
trl 
0. , 0 1 01 d 1 
0 t10n 1 h cb e d ( 1 ) . 
p ( - ) h S.~ t (4 . 2 ) 
f' 0 1 nO. h 
00 t . 
( . 22) th t 
- I' h (4 • " 3) 
) ltt ~ (rr . .. rr,) irr, 
D et t t, 
(4 ) 
0 (4 . 4) 
J.~ I 
(4 . ) 
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Into ti qu t10n (4 . 25) , 
;1- fa ~ p( t I (4 . 26) 
where jf is th c t nt ot 1nt gr ti on . 
n t - 0 x 1 , I :: 
en x 0 I 
l 
ThiS 000 e n t t 
t n t 
- 0 t th 0 1 
( . 26) • 0 t t th f1 11 
01 c t 1 
co 0 ) . 
~hi -
1 d 
1 
0 
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This i ~Qulv 1 nt to sumi tha t on any gl ven 
le entary p rt th f1l r mains intact unt1l 8 certain 
ch rg h a88 d , ter loh it 1s r mov d suddenly 
cS. co letely . 
Sup 0 
cov' red. 
t t1 e t , n of th N P t e 
nd th t th ' ilro has n ov d 
( - n) ot thes 
Tb tot 1 cur nt 
l(t) I I 
1 
o 
t 
h b n r plac d by e1 ctro t. 
s1n 111 be , 
till b 0 
t o t dt tot ab 
t 0 c 
on 
o 
u t10n (4 .?7) 1 1n 
(....L. _..L ) 
I ~ 
( • 0) 
ou 
o 
no). 
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ubst1tut1ng or If' equntion (4.30), b co ee , 
(4 • .31) 
dt 
ran 1n e tlon (4 . 29) , 
n ( er. *) 
D1rter ntl t1ng th et to t, 
t dt 
ub 1 (4.;2) (4 .33) 1 QU tlon (4.31), 
I ~ (X-l) 
'10 t". , 
Int t on ( .34) , 
I b 
Y 1 o • 
1 ( 1'1 
( t. 
o • 
.. 
) 
I. ( 
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a rox1 t ly , 
c _ cr. <1i " N- " 
dt <Jt 
0 ... J .6."...L. J" - - N 11 er. f· 11: . - ...... .,...-- ~ - .- -- - et. j 
~ . N-A ,. 
Int tl eQu 10 (4 0) , 
t (t~: ) :: - /,.,1: (4 41) 
h • N(f 'tft . t I kl eo t · t 0 
<J. in t1on. 
, h 
o t 1 n 
, 
( ) 
o 0 
,a . 1 } 
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h re I ~J ~ Ncr4tfrl 'J 
" QU t10n (4 .44) 1 id t1cal th th xpre 810n (4 .19) . 
Tb c p e1tanc due to n le nt y t of t11 
111 be , (J ( "'I 11. ~/'" ( f~ I'~k ,.~rs 0 P tt.t: e,-/ ... " l"<!. I 
c • 
Sub t1t t1 0 n ro eQu t10n (4.41), 
c & ~ 1. _ J. .. J..) . E'~f i;1r f 1/ (1 / I k(+~""~ 
Sub t tut n 0 b, t ) d 1t1 ,.(. ,. {:fi-1 
"J. C. (1 ~ k +1 k ) (4 .47) -JAr .1,1 
/'.1 ~ l t 1 b co or 1 , 
C Co (4 .4 ) . 
1 10 (4 . 0) . 
I 1 not th 0 
hol b 10 • 
• 
to 1 d1 
h 
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central r glon . As recomb1nution does not occur 
Instantly the number of cb g 0 rr1ere , nd theret'ore 
the conductivity , lncr~ ueee . 
Verml1y (19,b) has observed etreo.m of hydrog n 
g B bubb1 B given 01"t trom the ourface 0 1 oxid 
e e S ote p often s1tu ted t 1ncluaio e t'11m . 
in th 
pluc 
et 1 . He concludes thut the conduction t 
ai nly through d f c ts 1n th 11m . 
It 1 eIbl to xp1 1n th r ott ying otI0 ot 
anodlc ox1 .f11 
ction (4 .12) 1 
n c 9 y to 8 
1e dlfr r nt 1n 
1n le tl on t 
h v 10 
i t 
o 
t 
1 eh Gch nism 0 tu1 t d in 
• I' th1 i tt-u it 1 no 
t th eonductlv1t of tb f 
ction • j 
o . r y n 510 n (1959) 
t nt 1 nl 0 
1 et 
b ~o n 
y nd th n 
80 
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Br kdo n 
vo ·c . 
(vo t) 60 
50 
.17 . 
v po it e . 8 
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the electrolyt d drl d. Lat r they er-e 1nserted 
into a tub containing m rcury. 10 1 1ncreaa1ns 
ot ntlal a a plied betwe n th aluminium met 1 and 
this mercury . The b roa.kdo volt ea Ve at hich th 
i1 be n to conduct cl bl· current noted 
Pi e (4 .17) ll1uatr toa ho do 
1t 1.'0 in volt of 11m. E ch olnt 
on 0 volt S t hioh fl1 lch 
to c t ln v lu ; o do • olnt 
ther nt 11 ed 0 
th .. 
nth t Ithougb 1t Qu1r d hi r 
volt the Cl1 h n V, ppl1 d 1n tl 
V , volt 8 0 
1 0 o it d1 h 1 
t 1bl th r , U t-
co •. 
1 1'11 
1 
1 
t 
r 
• 
1 
Tb 0 8 ot this eha t r h b en to give an 
account of the rop rt1 8 ot anodio ox1de filma . In 
partioular 1 t h a b en found th t the lmpedane ot 
the e t11 a oan b ch d by lng e lectr10 ourr t 
throu Tb 1nhloh th1s lm d 0 v 1 
1th tb eh 'S 
in ioh th 
r 91 t 
1 1 01 
t.b 11 
e b n c lc ul t d tor th 0 
eo ooh 10 lly . The .C. 
ho to, be ( QU tlon 4 .. 44) 
Xl .. y,e."f(P("~lN)) 
t olt 0 ( U tlon 4 .48) 
C Co ~ k, 
h r 
o 
C) 
o 
T c 
P 11 
I 
o ott c 
( QU 0 4 .35) 
(- t) . 
, v , the 1n 
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CHAPrER V 
s 
Variable impedance oel10 in hlcb the impedance 
1& oontrolled by th gro'~ of 1nsulation are tor ally 
Quivalent to those in 1ch the lmpedunc 18 con troll d 
by the growth of conduct1ng p th ay It Tb re are, 
ho ver, cart in pp11eat1one or loh the B c1Bl 
pro .lert1 
11 om 
o the e oello mnk th m more Bu1t bI • 
r 1 th ory o~ It- dapt1v or t10n 
te ( aoX • 1955, 1956) it e me 'or 
to b in to e lor 1ta un1ver fe 
d ee 01 ... d to lnc:r th 1ver it of 
1 r rtol it bu1l it 
On 01 th y in hioh hi cou 
1 coup e th controll1 
t le oly-tic o 1) 1n 
0. 
odlc o 1 ue 
11e r to 
e <1 01' 
:' 
g 
c u C 0 
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ot' th c l1s tond to promote the gro rth of films hen 
alternat1ng currents are used . 
The copactn GS of the film 10 odvantagt:oUD when 
another r1ncl~1 1e em loy d . It has been auggested 
by acKay (1961) that ole daptlve networks may be 
8 itch d 1n or out of circu1ts by eel ct1vely r lacIng 
or the e1 ctrolyt from lectrolyt1c cella, 
rov1d d that cells 10e8 impedunc 1s controll d bj 
an insulating t11 reg 1n their origIn 1 1m dw\ee h n 
th el etrolyt is ~ tored . 
Th1n rta 1th d1 cuoe1on of the etora 
hleb et h -chang1ng rti of' cella 
cont 11me . 'l'h tab111ty 0 th 
1 I 1u th ot t.h 
oh 1& onc 000 - tru t on nd. l'Ol t1 
0 c1rcu.lt cont 1 1n n bel' 0 c 11 ot' th1 
t 11 
0 h 0 on 
rv1 th Cl r nt 11"0\ 
th o· h nt d 
0 u ion (4 . 4) 1 • 
1 ( to> 111 D (!7 ) 
1 • ( n 0 .. hi u 1 
0 0 1 n bo t 
) . 
R si nee 
) 
1. 
( 
( ) ( 
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The r 1 tance of the cell 1a th n given by , 
R = V (t + to) (5 .. 2) 
D 
lot of R v reu t should give n straight 11n , 
un th 10 of this is m fJ urt: 01.' th rate 01' 
0 h of the f1lm . l\ny d vlut10n from l1n arlty 
for 101' e t re con 1d r cl u to the Plrox1m t10n 
ot: negl ct1n I 
'. 0 
• 
In ord I' to t r Ino th 'act 0 the 0 t 
od on the r t 01 of r e1 t nc h n 
t11 0 n r od mounted on a 
v-rn1 r o th t th r 1 d n h 
lect olyt could t 1n d . Tb 
r 0 :fUnction 0 
t1 I ot d 0 19u.r (5 1) 
Th 11 1 
1'0 
• t 
rl t. 1 v r y 0 
(5 . ) 0 1 0 
o . 
h n 
t 
1 C 0 
- t J 
c o 
I 
o 
o 
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through the electrolYt~ t c the pI t1num electrode , 
R 
e 
o 
R = Rr + 
=V here Ve 1e the otent1al d1rfercnce 
e -y-
b t on the ox1d / el ctrolyte 1nt r1: c and the 
lat1n lcctrode , d I 1 the curr nt tough th 
c 11 . In g l' 1 tor ouch 1 ctrolyt1c th the 
l'cl tion hi nV d I 1 non-line , h ing 
roughly th sho 1n F1S\lr (5 .3) • 
It can be o th~ ex rim nt 1 re ulta 
(F1 Jl t con tant volt g th relation 
I 
hold 
1no 
rox1 t y , hr ( ) 1 onotonioall 
t10n 0 the 
co b1nS qu on (5 .4) th gu 
n t or v r10u v ue 0 
1 5 .4) .. 
et n 0 t Cl th n n n 
c 
o U Et Y Cl in n qu 10n 
(~ . ) 
0 0 
v lu 0 • 
1 (5 .3) cS 1 t.in 
, 
f ( 1) } 
0 1 r ( . ) 
1 
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Tb "r o o hit b et d to be 
ro 0 t 1 1 to th 1 etro o 1 for r lat1v 
r n • 
1000 
e sta.no 
( 
./1. 
500 
o 
o o o 
( 
( 
. 7 ) 
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lectrolyt . the gr di nts 01' Bom 0 the 11n 8 
i igur ( • 6) are not con tnt , the r t 0 ch e 
of r i t t t 0 9 tak n th m ure o~ 
th h . 
or vcr c111ut 80 ution th r t or owth oea 
to b cny nd nt on th el ctrolyt 
conc ntr tion , but or concen r t10n 0 bout 
10 • p 0 nd t 
0 th olut tion . 
I ord r in thr th 0 0 
0 ox d 1 0 the te 0 
t.h r t 0 1 t n e 
unet 0 0 
0 
h t d 
t t 0 
to co 
15-50 C • 
• 8) • 
o 
r 
000 
Reda 
(kiloh.ma) 
00 
800 
700 
800 
o 
o 
o 
) 
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poss1ble J' th re fore , to deduct muoh from FIgure (5. 8) 
exoept th t the r te of growth 1s not strongly 
dep nd nt on t raturc t room tem rature and a 
11 ttle bov . Th1 1e important tro- practle 1 
o1nt of vi as 1 t sho the t 1 t 18 wmeces8 y to try 
to 1nt in uch c lIs at oon t t te per t • 
of 0,.1,<1 
lth vice d ecr1bed in oh pt r I!I it 1 
deslr bl to the 1 pedanoe ot an oxidJ . 11m 
ch - th t1 n no potent1 1 1 oro 1 • 
'rh! 1 d1 tleu t to d tor 1ne v r1 t10n in 1 p ne 
be Cl 1an 1 10h 1 us d 
it . It t eont1nuou 1y p l11e4 .0 . 1 1 
o 10 volt 1 o h 0 • 
Ho ltb 1 et ode et 11 
crIb in e et on (4 . 10) . n 11 d 01 
bout 0 ' 11 
1 
t 
o 
o 
o 
It 00 r d unlit 
o d 1 1 
1<: he 1 1 1 
tot 1 t 
r 1 
1 
r 
1 
1 
e cl 
... 
( ) 
( .) 
o 
o 1 ( ) 
( ) 
o. 
( ) 
o. 
c 
o 
) 
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1 (S . 0) sho ho the Imped nce 0 s1 11 
oe11s cont Inln tor d d erod d f1lms changed ov r 
much Ion r lod ( bout :3 ceks) .. The Imped nee 
and ca cltonc ot th e cella le sho over- a d1ffer nt 
r this lmpedanc B 
m ur~d t a it r nt cQu nay . Flgu (S . lO) ho 
th t th ero~;ol\ currunt 0 8 ro ue ent change 
in i c • 
In vi t e r et ion ot th 11 d no ch n it 
e~ un11 ly th t th fllm d1 olv 0 in tb leot 0 1 t • 
If it cUd 1t 
to od 
du to 10n e 
· olt 
e 0 d 
1 
• 
1 tor1u (1956) ( 
vo t Cl 
o 1 
o 
x ctd th t the r 1 t C 0 
oul contlnu lly d ere e • 
muoh ore likel to b 
e ilm t u y 
1111 1 n 
,. .5) on 1d l' 
ltlonin 
c le 
in 
t co 1 
11 .. t do , 
et 1 
h 
• 0) 
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AB there is no curl" nt flowing to r'(;mov the in£;ulut1ng 
oxidt~ th i s 'Iould lend to In incl'eue 1 f1 the film l'ca1s tllnce 
un 0 decl'onec in ctp cit nee . 
;> (4) 1l.ffc~t of 
l~ o'do' that the ~cchun18m of the for ut on of 
ox1d 11~s on th unOQC of a c~ll could be luci t d 
un 1nsoluble co ntel'-elcc trode vas umployed c~t first . 
plntinuM lectrode Y; f' \lsed os this fulfilled this con Itlon 
1dunll but c 'cn app er a to be oQually good . Ho v l', 
1 t is Dossib1 to Pl'O uc mn trices of v'riobl imp 
':..-:u :1 n to th 1urnlnium n cotton-coverd copper 1res, 
w1 th 01 c tro1y b orbo in th cotton COy r1ng. ( 
nAil ,ort.h , 1961) . tU eGe d vico n bIe full u 
&..v 
to be 
mud 0 th p'l'loll 1 a •. itching princ1ple (. ct10n 5. 1) . Th 
po 01b1 i y of loc in tl. p1. tirlUIn 1 c tl~od -1 tu on of 
co r ' 0 th t" 01' 1nv G t d . 
On of tl e r 
ont. 1n1ns m ny 
irc nt of a d Vie u cd in ya1. m 
aptlv 1 m~ 11 t 1 tb t 1 t 
. hould b in lv . Th1 on 
for tdyll C 11 in '11ell th eOu 
fm·th r r 
1 c rod l' 'of 
COpp r . 
h n th pl tin e1 etrod o· ,imp c 11 . 
l' pI c do \)t cO unCl th tb ox10- fl 
eou b "0 on 1 -( b 1'0 But h n 
, 
. 
et. 1'1' th'ou h th 11 r v 1'0 0 n oxitS of opp r 
.R ne 
(80 ) 
ob=='l:=c:Q:~~::2:==::C~--t. __ -J 
o 00 
o 
o 
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formt;d 011 the copper' elee rode. '1'h1s oventually isolated 
tht: co r el c rode from the ulectrolyt ond ra1 ca the 
l'csiot ne~ of ti.e cell up"o1n . It 'ss found that the add.ition 
of ammonia to the electrolyte conuod this o::dde to be 
dissolved . Titls allo .ed tile eel] to function more ;'ike 
the one ',1 th th<. platinum t:lectrodo . 
One 1ttport : t dlf1'uI'cnce , hO,i(,)VCI' wua observed . 1 t 
',ao notico that 1nat(.;s of the I' s10tancu of the c 11 
chang1ng fairly qmoothly rlth time when th film . sro n 
ut con tunt. 'olt p:e th chang in l'coiotancu ';so mOl' 
1 urly 0 atep f rotion . Fig l'U (5.1 ) shoy: the vur1ut1on 
of reeioto.nc ';ith time d l'in the rc-fol'mation of Cl film 
~ n a typic 1 0 11 con ' 11 1 n u COp? l' eluc trod • 
The t1meQ ut ·.~.ich the d1 'cont1nulty occurI'd on 
aucc Gsi vc 'G-forr.lH t1 onG 0 the r 11rn uhow o N1d vuriatlon. 
plot of t.h 
,f.loh th' d18COJ\ 1nu1t OCCU 'l'O 
n\lmb r of OCCO 01 OllS r t on 
during th t th m1nut , 
tU t1 1nt l'V 1 t b t· n th p11c tion of 
th vol to U 
i cont1J u1 ty. 
I 
Urn 1 t 
r to ob 
of 1 r.1 11 
It ~ 
by th 1 in 
rr. t. 1.1e co 
11 n tho OCCUl'l'GnC of the 
v hi VI r1 ion of r 1 1. ne ith 
to inchl r sl tor of th ord r 
itl 'th C 11 . 
1 1 ty 01' b hI . our • ctlU 
rc 0 11.m o 'co 1np: ill d ' 1 "I 
\u·1n 1.h 01' do n 01' f11 • 
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During this proce e the copper electrode ~a3 U. anode of 
the cell nd i ",uS rotic()d t lOt the alumil ium electroce 
became cot' €p colouru . Th:i e G\lg~usts tha t copper . 8S 
d i9601 ved f 'o:n th node ano. deposi t d Oll tl. Cu thode . 
n U uluminitl'll cl ec trade wus Mad~ posi 1.1 v t1. 
depos1 cor er rt! ise01ved . 'I'he oxide 1 ilm could not 
form in (1 pi t until all th co )pcr hod gono . The eerie 
r sistor 11m1te tho curt' 'nt eo that it too" veral 
m1nut 8 for nough chur to p se for all th copper to 
rediesol~e . The con uc ivity of th copp I" 1s 90 mueh 
h1ph ' than the of th oxide th t the r 010 t Hce 0 th 
c 11 oul not ch nge much until th 1 t pit la b in 
r fl1l d "1 th oxide . Th nc un1 1'1 1:1n :oul.d U n tak 
plnc very quickly le in to th s} arp l~i in 
r 1 ne 0'0 r' 
Dryinp, eh 
B e .0 of comol1c t10n in troduc by the u 
of co PCI' 
of 1u 1n1u 
of con 
I tl 1.1'1 
in 1 
dir et 
o 
ur 11 
1 C 1.1"0 th inVCfl t1 1.10n of 1.h n 
cO P I' "11" olltirm Tb1 
1 u1 t '01 I how Vt;l r for mr nur e tu 1"1 n 
11 in lich on1, un1- ir t10n 1 h 
r (' U 1 ' 'u·th 1 11'1 t1 "t1on 
h 
.. od 
ID d c 1 h1ch th 
o ion 1mpo ne nd t .~ 
1 h1n pr n ould b xpl01 d . 
30 
Co uet nee 
(nicrol:2ho ) 
20 
'0 ore 
film 
od d fila 
o ~ ____________ -L ______________ ~ __________ ~~ 
o 
o 
o c c or 
fo 
(c 0) 
o 
o 
5 '0 
• 1 
( 
15 
) 
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; cell. & constructed consistlrg of olectrodes 
of ulumini m rud plo inum sepuruted by ~ piecu of filter 
paper ~oi lene by ul ctrolyte . This ~us used to stu'y 
the dr.'lng Ch'1I'[lC t ristlcs of films . .' ig.lI' (5 . 13) 
5 . 0'/5 hO'l" the D.e. cOflJuctunce of formed und c..roded films 
varied during tlc l'yln process , und ' :igur (5 . ll~) 01.0,,6 
tl.n t U.e r tio of ti e conduc t.unc so . tht;; films 1n th se 
t~o at teG remaine r 1rly conatunt . Th~ time for th 
l' istl.lnc to become t: f.:ctiv ly 1nf111it (conduct nce 
zero) 00 r h~r long (about 15 minuto!) but this dopends 
on th dim 1 10ns of the c 11 n 
lurul 1ty of th "It 0 phere . 
he t mp l'tJ tUl'c und 
in 
ructlcol embodim Ilta of imp danco mutric s . 
o;»trinp5 . 
l • • 
Ad t1 vo trice in 11c11 the imp danco m b 
d or d Cl' us d Y Obviously b~ mod u InB th 
ch In u at - 1n action (, . 4) bul with pi t1nurn 
i1' coVor d .. 1 -1 c tt'o1y to lb orb n t. In tor1nl 1 1 cin 
tt. cotton-cov r opp I" . A numb 'ot' oth r 'It r1 f t1 n 
;h10 11 1 v- tl in l' duo1n th qu 1 t,1 t:' of' 
pI tlnum r uh~ n op<. 1r g tho '1 to .1np; roe c 1 (V 
[1 o b n I'O PO n Air 'orth 19 1) . 
. 1r t 
" 
t P th cotton-coY ~ copp r 'ir 
l' loc d b· of b orb 11 In b 
ount in I 1 1 n -,1 th th tr1n v 1'1.1001 nd 
11" • • ll' 0 lOl'l'lont • . pt t 
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,1 tll a tr1c J.C of cl etrol.' 0 from rea I'voir 1 c,; ted 
bove , and 01 etri < 1 contact ':..1:3 'nude to fie 1 eh-in 
\ i tl inum eloetrodo . T~1s arrtil 
'01'1 . tol r bly.. 1 bu t th mp unc of th 
nt 
rlnp 
9 • ther 1.1 It ie obvio 1. d~ jrubl thBt th 
r~G1 0 th 
v luo 0 he r 
ttl 
1 
t -h 
l. tri 
1 c tl'oly 
" 
h r cr. 
hi r 1 
t 
Th 
m )1. 
r 
'I 0 
1 
at 0 
mo 
1 
n 1 
C (}tl 
It 
of 
CC01' 11 to . 
(J" 0'. 
n c,. 
10, , lo 
'10 
I 0 
o 
string sho 1 b 1 so tl n tl 
10 ne of 0 junc tion . b t. n 
rninium :11' . Tl r L tlC 0 th 
d b ncr in t thick as of' 
0 '10 cond c t1 vi t 0 
ou d mp 11'i llv tat th 
n fT p n 0 
... ( ;) . ) 
01' iv in • 
o i 1 col, t 
b in c 1 
h 1 0 h 
to 1 
1 
Cl . 
0 • 
0 
1 0 r 0 
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fluctu tlons s d1 that 01' tl e cot n strings . 
u 
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VHl'iuticn ut. junct.i..)l1s situ' ted fur fl'om tl.e eoro:lnon 
oloe tro us ut thos 1 ear to it , t J l'ovj dl!d thi. the 
imJcdar.ct.:s we'e 'djustc individually . If, hO.CVOl· , 
th impt.:dunces wel'O change by applying a D. e . vol tuge 
ec ross 0._1 the JUT c ti ons slmul taneou31y, tt. in}) "'dHnc s 
01' th junc ti ons HellI" to the common lec trode chnnged 
mOl'" tllun : e 0 thero . 'hi s diff1 cu 1 ty was OVCl'come by 
mploying n .... ~ .... .. pll tinun con toc tn con. ec ed ext r~olly, 
at bot.} n S 0 the tube . I~ cOi:lpound common clectrod, 
'lth in l't cont ctn t r gular intCl'vula ulonp: tlm tube 
m1plat c necoas.1':,' fOl' vury lOllE'; or na! 10' tub n 
om xpor1m~nta IO.C perfol~ d to oeu how 
1nde nd nt y 1rn edlnc~G of h~ jUlct ODS coula be 
ud"luot J aorio 0 difficulty arooo wl n 
t one of th un tiol} ':as r duco . It '/111 be u proal tcd 
t.hat ',hen currer t Ul'e eQua to f10' th!'ou h on jun ... tl on 
oth(;r un.,n d t curr nta 1'10\" Ul1'OU }\ ( 11 tl 
oth r . A. t.:. .. c x'''' n t '0 1U i r 1 to 'b:t'(wk do ,n th .. 11rn is 
o Much r tcr h n th t r uh' d. to form ono . h etr y 
CUl'r nt r rfi. 1f;;jn to c uo U ~I ntod hi h imp · nee 
film 0 101~ of 'to 1 junc t1 ono . 
If 
'" 
ub I' 1 t t. {.1 th l m am of mpl.yin 1.11 
et.! 01 . fl'O:'!l th M , 'Ul 1m )10 t nol tion to t~ 1 
\ t. ny c 'r~n 
, 1'ob1 11 ·to 1 11'10 1 1 c trolv fIO 
tl1 the on 1ch con n 1nt th tic} 
1 'hi l1m1n t tr y OUI·l' n • ( 
J d i in 3). 
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~ (1) Conclusions . 
Tho v riublo imp d nee _~v.ees di scussed in ti ia 
el.apter 1. vc Pl'O -,,1 s ':hi l' extend tl. i1' potent1 1 
apn11cla t10n 1 n t'" arClaS i fro l'en t from those of t 1(;; de.' iCGS 
of Chapt l' l~I . The mo ... t import nt consoluenco of theo 
properties is t! t thvy moke posc1ble th, cOllr!tructlon of 
lorp; mll 1.r1ceo of adj s tb, imuedancos in single un! ts . 
Th y 01'0 also s.it ble s px' et1 01 oMbodiment of tl. 
ox'11e1 le of 1'4'C ting p raIl 1 s'itchin by oJtrol11n 
th jstrib tion of electr olyte . 
They loo 0 a S llumb I' of )l'Op rt1 s hich ill 
un oub t. dlv limi t th 11' uoefuln Th UIlLl voi abl 
clwnFcs in t} imp d nee of cell for soveral 1 ours 
rt l' D. C. '01 b 11 oppliod I.ok 1.1 em UJlsui t bl 
for os t 1.1'1 1- In - 1'1'0 ayo't me nd th lur d1 r ne 
n for . ~ d nd b c k '; r l' G 1 t ne m l k a c i 'cu i to 
co t 1n1n th \.Ieh nOru d.lrricu t to tl n if th1 
• I'(;l not to} eta . 
Th 0 - '1e D. 10' v - 11' 1d lIly u1t d to 
lie 1.100 in .1eh 
1, l' QU 11' d . 
uf1- 1 in imp d nco 
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CHAPI'. VI 
OSABILITY AND OTHER SYSTE:S 
6 (1) lnt oduction. 
'rh d t1v com onents described in the previous 
fe chapters b employed in any electrical circuit in 
hich an lnt grator th a rather long time constant is 
requ1r d (Ch tar VIII) . A- specific application of these 
d vic a 1 gen rl type of machine which will be 
called 
So 
tive, cond1~ onal probability system . 
y ar ago condition probability computer was 
con truot d b 
c01 cid nc of 
th eon lt10n 
t y (1955). This machine counted the 
1n it enVironment , then computed 
lI1ti e of these events . If at any 
Wl bIe to receive signals from part tilt t hl · 
o ita 
cond1 t1 
fro 
r 
1 
cl 
th 
v n 
it cou d, on the baSis of these stored 
1 ob hi t1es and th ignals it rece1 ved 
tot nvironment , infer the events which 
n n t t t 0 th environment from hieb 
o 
1 
o 
t 
s . 
n ay be used as a pattern 
o 19n 1 , 01' tt rne t together with 
e the cl s S of the e patterns 
and the m chine calculates 
these class s ror each 
g 1 us 6 these data to d cide 
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ioh cl ee g v n pattern is most likely to belong to . 
A pattern co ng machine ich operates in this 
manner h 8 be n built by Gamba et al (1961) . 
It 11 be 6 0 in ection (6. 2) that many machines 
may be 0 11 d in te me of a conditional probability 
system . Y t described is different from that of 
Uttley 1n th t 1t computee only the conditional 
prob b11it1 or output eign ls for given input signals , 
not 0 t ult n 0 occurrence of separate input 
elan 1 • '1: . 1 , ho v r , provides a cony nlent starting 
o1nt tor d alga 0 an deptive machine (Chapter VII) . 
d t1 eh ne hich is realisation of this 
cond1tion 1 rob b11lty system can obviously be t r ained 
to p r or t th t machine B (which can be modelled 
by th con ition rob billty system) can perform . 
'rhi 
pro b 11t 
Tbr 
th 
ch 
6 
d 
e 
r 
t ont lne m trix of conditional 
loh ce t in operations have to be 
t et rmin th behaviour of the machine . 
r 0, oth r ey teme mich perform the 
o tor d p -ameters , and so 
on 1tion 1 probab1l1ty systems 
of th se systems are described 
co p r d 1n the r meinder of this 
ondition 1 robabl1i ies . 
ly h ct ris d by ita transfer 
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function. 1 is a rel tion, or s t of relations, bet een 
tbe 1 1 
a1gn la 
mach1 th 
the 
In 
tr 
obs 
noh1n , 
o t ut V· I 0 
on n 1 ace 
co dit10 
1n ut U' 
(V, I 
I 
I 
o 1 
1: 10 
I u 
1 1 ut 0 
1 
oc 1 
o 
o 
le lied to the machine, and the 
obtain d from it . For a finite, discrete 
r unction may be represented by a set 
or lemen s . 
oh learning is taking place the 
11 b continually changing . An 
no 1 orm tion bout the inside of a 
ot tan input lA... produced an 
n t ace 10n , d some other output 
1 n • t then say' that the 
b1li obt 1n1ng V j given an 
, 
,~ ) (6.1) 
r, h could as ociate a conditional 
ch el ment of the tr sfer 
i t norm l1y consist of one 
t 0 or ttern of ignals. 
1 1 d to on output hn it 
t1 to o her out ut hen ith 
ob not the fr qu ncy 
1th e oh i put d dre up a 
1 1 H could do this for 
0 1n ut 1 1 , van for 
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m chin B 1n 1ch no le n1ng . as taking place . 
The conditional robab111ty of each output given an 
input attern ay be c leulat d from the conditional 
probab111t1e 0 Boh single element comprising the 
att r i it 1s as umed that these elements are 
inde ndent ot ch other . This has been sho ID by insky 
and 1 
1n th1 
Co 
eaoh 0 
ch 
not 0 
any t 
1 t c 
1n t 
ro uc1 
the 1 
tll 
b 
, 
1 e (19 d by on (1962) . The analysis 
et on 1 ased on the ps.per by aron . 
id r chine 1ch has n input channels into 
1cb 
1 
1 
0 
in y 19nal is sent . The i£!! input 
ont 1n 1811 1 U i. or a signal -u ~ , but 
1 1 . The tot 1 input to the machine at 
d by th et (u i. ). 
chine h repertoire or m actions 
eh or the 1s initiated by a signal 
....... _ .... 1 conn cted to mechan1sm for 
'1"1.. jth i 
"'41 et o,n 18 performed 1f 
out ut channel i8 v· ) and not if' 
V; • Tb 8 r the only possibilit1es . 
rob bility th t the j1Q act10n will 
1 put 18 (u ) 1s given by Bayes ' 
( / (\I' ) Cv J)' ~ ~ ) / V j ) (6.2) 
P ((\&1» 
I th t th1s may b 1tten, 
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(V:, / ( tA; ) ) = 
h e j / u '\) ls th oond1 t10nal robabili ty that the 
out ut 1s J 1v n o.n input signal u ~ , and p (V j / I.t, ) 
1s the condition rob b111ty tha t the output is not Vi 
giv n 
or not 
p 
o 
po 
co 
ln u 
( i / 
it 
gi 
to Cl 
gn 
chin must either perform a given action 
it, 
u .; ) = 1 - P(Vj lu ', ) (6.4) 
tio 
le 1 
1 1 1 
n (6 .3) , 
0 
0 
v10us section may be used 
maohine . Such a machine 
1 m output channels . 
n 1n ut ch nn 1 and an out ut 
; i oc 1 t d r.r1 th 1 t • 
) te ., r m in 00 s tant, 
t10n 1 c rta1nty. 
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1 t 1 asl r to build El machine which performs 
ad tions th ulti l1cati ns , write 
log 
Equation (6 .3) n b eo ee , 
1 . (6 . 6) 
D ( )~ " .. 1 ~ l' ".! IK'D -:2 L (Vi I(,A.~ 1'(v,) r ;:1 
(Vj J ) -
Flgur (6 . ) 8 0 -, th t L (Vj /u , ) is a mono tonically 
1nc 
L (V ; I \4 \ ) 
u t 
(Equ t10n 6 .}). 
I 
U· • .. • I 
C 
ind 0 
o r 
t 
1 u 
o· 11 
ch 
(' i / U i ) 
( 
co 1 
to (6 .6) . 
r 
c 
(Vj /u, ) so that increases in 
e p(V j /~ \ ) ) (Equation 6 . 6) 
in (V i /u ~ ) ould have done 
18 e nted in the machine by 
function representing the 
ight ' repre enting a special 
obab111ty) it ie clear hat 
to rfOl'm 1n order to calculate 
o • 0. t icular out ut given 
to dd tog ther the v 19hte 
o oting ct1v inputs to an output 
o c cuI th function given by 
10 t i not n Ce y for a 
I ott th v Iue of this function . 
o' t to comput ome m eur of th 
0-4 
I 
o .......-""---'"--....a---a..--,.I'~ .......... -'---'--'----..J pey') 1-g 
I 
.. 0·8 1 . 
t 
Figure 6.1. 
_tI 
Cu) : . UlW; 9· (v;) 1t' - J 
-
Figur-e 6.2. 
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co d1t10 rob b1 t 0 n ct10n an to compare this 
1 
t rob b111ti 0 oth r ctions measursd on the 
" c It i 0 in ch pter VII that ~ &.t; • W;j 
; ~ I 
ui b1 o condition 1 probability . 
In 
pro uc 
i e nt kind of machine a igna1 is 
t h nnel if p(Vj / (Ui) ) is 
nu n on h' If . The condition for an 
1 h ch nn 1 c n then be obtained 
'ro tio (6 
(6 . 7) 
b r e· ) nd ~ L (Vj /CA~) 
T c chine neuds to erform are 
r .... _.~_l I'e (6 . 2) • 
b r 0 m t1 1 mod 1 d hysical 
b 0 bich rn y be int rpreted 
y t me in t 1: me of the fOl'e -
01 1 divi d into t 0 
c t 0 th pro ch of th desi ner . 
tl n 0 a tifici 1 f'\ urons . 
l' lly suppose to be 
i in n VOUB yst ms . 
1 tic 1 or lectron1c 
d th me os functional 
0 1 ctro lc mod ls l' v 
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b~un bull t by H 01 (1959) und others . These neurons 
huve a n mb r 0 in ut channels wl ich r eceive signals . 
These signals re a aed together , and if this sum exceeds 
a c rtain tru' hol signal appears in the output 
channel . I.n om 0 these models a delay is introduced 
b t· een th cep tion of the inputs ignals and the 
appuaranc of an outpu t . Other feo. tures, such as a 
rafr etar' p 1'10 :vhich there can be no output no 
mattc:r hut input si n 1s arc applied, are also 
incorpor ted into orne of theo~ models . 
On of th i' h' t a ttempts to describe nets of neurons 
by m ne 0 th m t1cal model ~as by McCulloch and 
Pi tts (191.&3) . "\ b 1~ of artificial neurons were 
corl91d r d to b onn c ted together by "B.vnapses" to 
form n Th' ytupees ' 'ore given weights which 
mO 1 1 d t 0 str n th 0 the aignals passing through them. 
In the 0 b lvsi of nets of this type McCulloch 
nd hi coll bor' tOl'.' have ohown th t the logical 
p 01) rt1 of th a t ne d llOt be affected by certain 
ch n ' 11 thl' shold ld Bynupt;ic wtJighta 01OCulloch et 
a1 19 2) . On th 0 h r hand the threshold values and 
th yn P 1 01 ht m. v b djustud to bring about 
d' f1nit n in tl logic 1 functions computed by the 
h P o n t 0 rtlfic1al neurons connected 
to th r h b n invostigatod by Rochester et al 
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(1956) by simuI tion on a digital computer . They found 
the. t un1 inhib1 tor connee tions (s.vnapses vii th 
i hts) re introduced the activity in their 
n t iner 01 ti uo lsly. Beurle (1956), studying 
th rop rti of r ndomly connected nets analytically, 
ound tl t th' • r 
activ1ti such 
(1956) h s s om ho 
cOl Tl et d n 
a om of 
of n rvou "at 
c p bIe of supporting various 
1 n and spherical waves . Allanson 
th values of parameters of randomly 
t the activity in the nets, and how 
a mi ht be linked to the behaviour 
11 ls (1959) n C i niello (1960) have considered 
n ta 0 l-tit1e 1 n urons 1i th dapti ve connec tions . 
An d 1 tion 1 roblem 1'i Ge here us two dis tinc t 
proc a a 
c t1vi t 
brou h 
co 
co 
r cO 
(19 9) 
o 
or 
1 11 
e " the primary computing 
nd the chonges in this activity 
in oynapt1c w~ights . I t is 
to b possible to treat these 
tl ar supposed to take place 
time constants. 
ch hieh m'Y involve designing a 
tem i to build a pattern 
n posoibl mode of operation of 
J 1 ined in the introduction . Taylor 
. c ne true t d u mach lne wl ich 
tlon, pur ticul llr feu ture of which 
is t 
nd 0 
eomput 
U 
h 
n rvou 
a co 
1 
t it 
b 
r . 
tl 
o tul 
it 
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b tr i ad to discrimina te between patterns , 
co to be an adaptive probabj1ity 
(19 ) as ynthesioed these various approaches 
1 
theo y 0 pattern recognition by the 
n t rm of the design and construction of 
ob b111t omputor . (Utt1ey 1955) . More 
(1961) h built a machine called P •• P. A. 
tr n to i crimin te between patterns by 
o 
1 
on it on 1 probabilities . This machine 
o orming certain generalisations . 
n number 01 additions to the 
t nd pattern lecognising systems. 
b se ibed in greater detail in the 
11 
n ron" e i d by Widrow (1960, 1962) 
th op at10ns shown in 
( 6. 2) . I co, i of n input channels 'hieh may 
1 
to 
or - 1. onnected to a uantizer via 
o 
o 
ir 
ht u o 
The threshold 
ich is a1 rl8 s 
of signals (+1 -1) 
nd th weights are 
out ut from the quantize i6 
n 
+ 
It ne Neuron" 
Figure 6 . :5 . 
n Inp t i gn 1 
+1 
m 
utp t 
signalo 
Output 
+1 ,-1 
In or c 
acco 0 
th 
ad tion iv 
t 
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justm nt of the weights to 
tt rn does not completely destroy 
to the first pattern , a method of 
om t 'ter tive relaxation procedures 
o 11 (1946) m 1oyed. These relaxation met~ods 
pl t 
c i 
y b 
I 
i 1 
or 
o 
1 by 'idrow (1959) to the analysis of 
f Sf 
L th 
c ~ - pattern presented to the 
the ve tor S (kJ = S, ( k.) ... s .. (A) 
tion as 
01 ut is d(k ) then the error £ (k ) 
( ) 
- 2 tJt ) (6 . 9) • 
tl 
r of the '1'01' brought about by 
found by ubstituting for 
in u t on (6 . 9) and then 
t vc , th resp ct to a 
- 2 k ) Sj ( ~) +2sl k ) f ( ~ ) 
2s; (k ) £ (J.. ) (6 . 10) . 
~) h s th same 
,n wit b a i ven 
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amount ill ·ff ct the tot 1 error by the same amount . 
T m u b o· for n n-bit input pattern is 
to c cl ,to 1 n the direc ti on VI • ch reduces the 
erro . If sl i Its r changed by the same quantity 
QC in iv1 1 ruduces the total error by 
1 / ( +1) nd t _n 1 error after changing n weights 
lus th o is z ro . 
A ur tom t a line neuron ' has been built 
by o 
( -1) A.C . 
( 1) . 
(1962) . The negative input signals 
o \ls 180 out of phase ~ith the positive 
a1 1 stO! ' (v . Chapter Ill) aI'e employed 
he t b1e nd ne tive weights are 
o b c these devices in bridge- type 
(19 2 h v loped methods of analysis of 
th ire 1 t • 1 a p iv s li tchinf! circuits can 
0 sub-set of the 2
n possible input 
11 ories . 
t 1 10\'m by Hoff to be impos~ible 
0 1 on to m p a P' ttern and its 
c t o y . I t is possible , hOlever , 
0 n ron to be trained to perform 
ho~n th t adaline neurons 
y b to t in .n ro11satjons such as 
r t ch {re rotat d through 
90° 1 h 0 h r . 
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A pronoe 1 01' system which may be interpreted 
as a phyoic 1 r lisation of a conditional probability 
comput r us iv n b St inbuch (1960). This was 
call d a "learnin m trix" . It consists or a matrix 
01' horizontal n v rtic 1 wires as illustrated in 
~'i r 6. 4· 
colu n .1r n 
tr n ls ion co 
tror:J tl 
a ju 
junct10 
th 
1 
tt l'n signals is presented to the 
n nattern , which depends on the 
icients of the junctions, is obtained 
'l'he le rnin tnkes place by the 
~ nemission coefficients of the 
t m is considered by Steinbuch to be 
to th leo ditioned t'eflexes" of animals first 
1nv t1 t 
Th 
o' 
tit 
out u 11 
n 
b 
in 
o 
cl soical researches of Pavlov (1927) . 
u 
juetment given by Steinbuch is, in 
The pattl.:lrn of input signals determines 
the des1red output 
The tlo.nsmission coefficients 
n those columns and t~is row are 
t11 pattern of signals is 
th oignuls on t his particular 
b 1 rg r tran on uny of the 
This procedure can 
r of putt rne of signals 80 that 
01 h to pnrticul,u' output) ine . 
1 1 ',hJ h w l' not presvnt in the 
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s t pr rin th 'learning' phase will also 
s 1 ct out ut lin w . 
, ~ 
he output selected by one of 
th se 18 the 1'0';', cll the pattern in the training set 
t ich diffel' f . m t .is pattern by the smallest Hamming 
diet nc (H in 
• 
1950) ould have selec ted. This 
en b1 8 th to be used as an error-corrector . 
ilL r in t icesl! hove been constructe4 and 
de crib b' St in uch et a.l (1961) . A number of processes 
hay b te as possibilities for r ealising the 
vari bi t unsmi sion oefficients of the junctions . These 
m y b cl 
and 1 et 
d.1r cti0 
on t t 
numb r 0 
11 n 
. m 10 d 
r 
" 
i rn gnotic , breakdovm of condensers, 
1 . Th m gneiic devices, in which the 
o ti tion of a core may be swi tched from 
to noth • hay proved the most successful, and 
h ve been built with these devices. 
1 1 v i bl -impedance devices were 
1 c uSed by the 'stray paths ' \ere 
h V and VII) . 
of . t m hich have become l{nown as 
\1il t by Roaenblatt and his 
( 0 1960' Block et a1, 1962) . These 
do 0 a tru c ture of the "ada1ine 
1 t:s" a they are intended 
b la of n rvoua systems . They do , 
r m logicnl o > 'Il tions as these 
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rnach1n G. fOI OV r, they could be manufactured from the 
sam adaptive components . 
A simpl p rceptron consists of three layers (Figure 
The s nso y uni ts S are transducers w}-.ich convert 
the input patter s of light or sound, into electrical 
signal . Th s el ctl'ical signals are passed through a 
net.ork ot r ,do connections to the association layer . 
The signals r these A-Wlits then pass through a net-
G ~1 bl el hts to the response units, R. The 
part of th machin to the right of the A- uni ts (Figure 6 . 5) 
1 v ry simil r to aline neuron . 
Th op ration 01 th machine is as follows . A stimulus 
10 preo hich In on some of the S-units . These 
aubsequently c us Gom of the A-uni ts to become activated t 
nd a r pon3 19 obtained i'rom those R-uni ts whose 
xc ed. The desired response is obtained thr hol 
or a 1", ti lus pattern by varying the weights of 
tb conn' t10n 
tI rror COI"re t 
rout1n Cl h v b 
aim h 
ar 1 
1 u 1 
0 t 
n 
t 
th 
1 
on the A- and R- units by means of an 
oco ur . A number of these training 
tu 1 d by Roscnblatt (1960a). In the 
tho ' e"'ponse is correct no changes 
'spans is erroneous all weights 
ctivo A-unite are decremented . 
11 t be en th~ S-unito and the A- units 
it mk possible the classification 
co ctio 
A-units 
.. oep on" 
e 6.5 . 
c .. Co put 
uro 6 •• 
Vari ble 
weig)'lts 
- unit 
Figure 6. '1. 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
---J 
Output 
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of 
of 
nt I • n other ise )rohibited combinations 
1 to th s me categoryo This could also 
be don b t 0 ni 'orm1 -connected networks in series . 
l'n n-1nput 
m ximu of 2 
pro i o ' 
conn to 
-unit b c 
'be a 
t 
S-llnits can distinguish between a 
er nt p tterns . If an A-unit were 
ch 0 th e patterns , these could be 
- units in such a ~ay that just one 
'or ch patt rn . It ~ould then 
to just the variable eights bet 'Ieen 
it. 0 th t the dash'ed response was 
c t1rnulus pattern. 
this arr ngemen t the number of 
tronomically with the number 
chin s vould be uneconomical for 
Jor a given applic'tion the 
rne which would actually occur 
m ch less than 2" 90 the t many 
v be ue d . If the patterns to 
n adv nce it would be possible 
nt A-unite . It ~ould also be 
th best values for the 
nd -units, so a fixed 
iIt . computer programme 
hms, h a in fact been 
1960) . 
'ptive nature of the system 
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and still tl r.u b I' of A-uni ts Ii thin prac ticsl 
bo d th co b t~een the S- and A- units 
could b 'his Id h wou , owever , introduce 
f th r co lie tion into the training procedure . 
Th In nt 0 r ndom n t seems to be a useful 
co b t n th s difficulties . 
Tl ori 'ceptrons (Rosenblatt , 1960b) 
co t 0 or- iv n potcntiometcrs as their adaptive 
com 0 
ul1t 
in 
6 
T} 
v b 
n on 
.p r1 
on h 
fro 
on 1, 
nt. 
L t ~ v 
10 mo 
ion , such s Tobermory are being 
conomical and small-scale 
m n tostrictive devices , as their 
1962) . 
pti ve systems . 
of problems which, although they 
olv d by the designers of the adaline 
UCJ,·~"" ... t one ti.L.l r uire more analysis and 
hought t t more work should be done 
0' thod which ¥ill enable a machine 
t system will converge to some 
fi i to time. Although adjustment 
11 tl ir c j on vhich viII incre' se the 
ob 11it (t 1e i ection may be determined 
t10n (6 . 7) ) t1 1 n b the system to ' learn' 
t r 1 tionship it is by no me ns guaranteed 
111 no u s t the first relationship . 
o 1 t t n eucc s ive adjustments 
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of ,ci hts may ake it impossible for a particular set 
of r lut10nships to ever be learned . Both Widrow (1962) 
nd Ros nblstt (1960 ) have shown convergence is possible 
for some aptlv systems and training procedures . 
The next orobl m is to develop methods of choosing 
bet G n v r10us tr ining procedures . It is normally 
desired th · t the s t oi' pa tterns should be learned as 
quickly G poos1bl . Some training procedures might be 
rapt , "h1.1e othel'S might be b tter able to cope wi th 
"noi ttCl'ne or ",ith 0 trainer which sometimes 
made m1 
Anoth r probl rises when an extr'a layer of' 
ad pt1v connections n threohold eJements is included 
in th 
m tri 
, te . As on ex ruple consider two learning 
conn ctea in serids 80 that the output Signals 
from th ro, 0 th first me. t.hx, after passing through 
thl' hold un! t become the inpu t signals to the columns 
of 'th' on f tri,x ( igu1'6 6 . ~). Suppose this system 
1v output for a p8r'ticular pattern. 
Should th tr n m , on coefficients of the junctions in the 
11' t o th 0 con or both be adjusted? 
P "obably 1 b altered but this might moan 
B o111n ly 800 'et of \'ieights i11 one of the 
ch s me the .:interference will be much 
gr t r trninln 1'10d longer. 
6 {lQ) T1 
In 1 tio to th utom' to 60 far discusned a number 
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ot systems . ve been proposed or constructed which fall 
into tht.. aome genel'al ca tegory but in which time delays 
play an 1 portent role . 
consider d until not . 
'l'hese have purposely not been 
Thoro la simple device for trunsforming a pattern 
in time, suc. as n sequence of pulses , into a pa ttern 
in apace . Tiis consists of a ser1es of delays as shown 
in Fig\U' (6 . 7) • Thls device has been used by Uttley 
(1955) • e oi ts between successive delays may be 
connect d to th lnplts ot a learning matrix or adaline 
neuron 
tb syGt m 
thon , after s. few ap "1ropriate modifications , 
n be tr ined to discriminate between 
l n tiro • pattern 
Th ad i tiOD of a nUI'lber of delay lines to a 
condition 1 l'obabilit computer may be made to T)roduce 
a G If-orgnnis1n stem capable of prediction (Figure 
6 .. 8) • The m chin ls r uired to predict what the input 
• ill bit t1me (t+l) given the input a t time t. The 
output t time t i fed throtl h a bank of parallel delay 
lines each ha in unit time delay , to a comparator . 
t (t 1) h output 01' these delay lines is compared 
'1th tl input to . he s:"o tern. As a rosult of 
this 
evuluO t10 th } ts ' in the computer are adjusted 
utomat1c lly 0 a to inclca.OG the pl'obab ility that the 
1 from the compllr' tor should be zero in fu 'b..lre . 
provid d hat th 1" 1 eem order in the presentation of 
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tl p tt rn 'h s· te should eventually learn to 
PI' ict th xt t ern . A aystem of this kind has 
ron (1962) . With more delay lines b en ro 0 a b t 
and mOl' 
S tem so 
d P ndo 0 
on that 
xtra 01 
T1m' 
in OUI 
to 1 tin 
ad 
tl 
th 
t t1 
io 
d 
1 
i 
tive orrponents it is possible to extend the 
th re letion of the pattern a t (t+l) 
n tterns at (t-l), (t-2), etc . as vell as 
nether predic tor wh ich works by 
n r po -ted b Gabor et sl (1960). 
h v b en used by Block et sl (1962) 
c ptron ·.llich , it is c laimed , can learn 
tterns automatically . The 
p re pt! on ha ;. 1'0 1 "er 01' A-uni ts connec ted by 
v r1 
er 
1 
1 
r 
0 
p 
tl 
b 
tu 
th cc 
et1 
1 
n not . 
t 
n 
1 
nth a s and delay lines . Patterns 
in tGI'val s equal to the delay 
I un't in the first association layer 
t th 9 tiro 3S one in the second the 
th betw en them is decreased. The 
p tte 
11 th 
nt 
con 
res nted is such that each 
to be the same as the previous one 
tl'on takes advantage of this 
nt and 60 10ar to discriminate 
rIlS without the intervention of a 
r to ge t a desired response from 
1 till , 01 course , necessary to 
b t, een the second layer of A- uni ts 
- n h m e "B tor. 
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A else of active delay linea, called neuristors, 
haa been den rib d by Crane (1960) . The se devices 
transmit oign la 1thout any decay in signal strength in 
a similar .: y to th axon of a nerve cell . Crane has 
sho'{J thu t net "ol'ks of thesu devices can perform all the 
10g1cul computing functions . If these units were connected 
to ethor '.1 th variuble impedance devices adaptive systems 
would result !h1ch could be trained in much the same way 
as p re trone and ada11ne neurons . 
Another m thod of producing udaptive behaviour is 
possible .1 th n uristors . Mucl{ay has dravm attention to 
the pos 1b111ty of' storing information in the nervous 
ynturn ( 'eK nd Cul1och, 1952; MacJ(ay , 1954) and in 
uo1f-organ1 1n~ systems ( acKay, 1962) by the adjustment 
of th clay in t'anemisoion between units . He has 
su goated th t n uristOI'S could be produced in which 
the d 1 Y ti' e P I' unit length was adjus table, these 
an attractive alternative to variable 
1m vi s in 6Y terns sensitive to the coincidences 
o 1m ul 
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the channel which has the greatest probability of being 
correct. 
I-f-
This may be expressed as choosing j ror which 
P (Vj ltu \ ) ) > P (V k I~~)) foro.Uklj.( 7.1) 
In terms or equation (6.6) this becomes, 
Suppose that each output is a priori equally likely, so 
that, 
and 
P (V j ) = P (V" ) = 
P (~ j ) = P (VJ.) = 
'Iin 
(m-I) Im. 
L (v i I u c. ) is a measure or the probability that a 
signal in channel i should lead to a signal in the 
output channel j. This may be computed by the product 
of the input signal u and the ' weight ' , or conductance, 
of the path which connects these channels, W'j . 
L (Vj I u ) = u ·· W ·· , .) (7.4) 
It is now clear how the weights should be adjusted 
. 
in order to change the conditional probabilities. If the 
machine makes a correct response all the weights W;j 
or pathways hich connect input channels containing signals 
to the desired output should be increased relative to all 
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the 0 ther VI :;. 
If the signals in the input channels are allowed to 
be positive or negative the situation is a little more 
. 
complicated. The weights must then be altered by an 
amount proportional to, 
z \.I, J' _ • Lt j • Vj 
I W; i I 
where Z, the training operator, is + 1 if the desired 
response is obtained and - + otherwise, u i is the input 
to channel i (= 1 or - 1), and Vj is +1 if the jth 
output channel has the maximum probability and 0 otherwise. 
In order to avoid complications caused by negative 
input channels and negative weights each input channel waS 
duplicated so that a signal u , produced a 1 in one 
channel and a 0 in the other and u ~ produced 0 in the first 
channel and 1 in the second . Weights which were always 
positive could then be employed . These are represented by 
w ~i if a signal u ; is received and w &j if a signal Ut. 
In order that the training procedure should have the desired 
result the weights which must be adjusted are the ones for 
which u ~ . v J is not zero, and the direction of change is 
given directly by the training operator, Z. 
It is not sufficient to use signals 1 and 0 and a 
single channel between i and j . In this case if the input 
signal is 0, the product u , . W ij on which the decisions 
are based is 0 whatever the value of W i i • The machine 
is thus not making f ull use of its past experience . 
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7 (3) Magnitude of the weight changes . 
The training procedure employed with the system may 
be summarised as follows, 
Desired output obtained, 
w '~i (t+l) = VI : j (t) + .A w (7.6a) 
Undesired output obtained, 
W'j (t+l) = w ii (t) - cb w (7. 6b) 
where ~ wand c are constants. 
The values of A wand c will affect the speed with 
which the system can be trained to give a correct set of 
responses. If /J. w is large Wi; may be changed Qui ckly. 
This may ~ean that the optimum value for W'j is rapidly 
reached or it may be that this will increase the number 
of incorrect responses. 
The mean change in w ~i for a system in which this 
reinforcement procedure is employed may be obtained as 
follows. Suppose that after r sets of inputs (patterns) 
have been presented the probability of obtaining a 
correct response is P (r), the mean change in any weight 
will be, 
w(t+r) = wet) + r.Aw ~ p(r) - r<:1J.w 2.'(I-P(r»). 
M r "" "(7.7) 
assuming that there are m outputs and each is chosen 
eQually often. 
In an ideal machine in which each output is a priori 
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as equally likely as any other it would be expected that 
one correc t response would be obtained while the first m 
patterns were presented . The probability of a correct 
response is, 
P(m) = l/m 
and in an ideal machine the correct response would be 
learned and r em embered . 
For each of the next m trials (presentations of a 
pa ttern) there would be a l/m chanc'e of obtaining this 
learned response and an (m- l)/m chance of obtaining one 
of the others. For each of these others there would be 
a l/(m-l) chance of obtaining the desired response . 
Hence , 
P (r) = (7. 8) 
The ideal machine should learn the correct set of 
responses in about m trials . 
Substituting equation (7. 8) in equation (7.7), 
as 
w(t+r) - wet) = r~A w 
m 
= r(r+l) 
,2.,.., L 
- c 
If the pa tterns are learned in m ~ trials the mean 
change in the weights will be , 
w(t+m' ) - wet) = m4w 
2 
(l +c) ( m~l) - 2cm ' 
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or w(t+rn 1 ) - w( t) = rn3 1::. w (l-c) 
2 
as '" t >"> I . 
(7.10) 
In the absence of a general theory of adaptive 
sys terns the values of .A wand c were chosen according 
to the following considerations. 
Suppose that the highest practical value attainable 
, 
by a weight is W I ,the lowest w ~ , and the mean value 
w, The sum of the signals to the jth output channel 
at a time t may then be expressed as , 
Yj (t) = n W J + E I (7.11) 
where n is the number of input channels, and E is an 
arbitary quantity . 
If this output is chosen, and it is the desired 
one, the r~ inforcement procedure will increase this to, 
Yj (t+l) = new, + h w) + 6. 
Suppose now a pattern of signals differing by one 
Hamming distance (v. Chapter VI) is presented, the output 
at the jth channel will now be at least, 
Yj / (t+l) ~ (n-l)(w .1 + Aw) + Wz + E , 
where w ~ is the minimum value of the weight. 
As t his is a new pattern it should be capable of 
bringing forth a new response. It may only do t hi s if, 
Y j I (t+ 1) < y i ( t) ) 
provided that no other weights have been altered. 
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From equations (7.10), (7.12) and (7.13), 
(n-l) w3 + 2. + (n-l) .A <.. n w, 
Or b w < _w.:.:..oL..._....;:..s. 
n - 1 
Wri ting W J = -.-;~...;...-.....;.;. .. this becomes, 
~ W < W -, Wz. 
2 (n-l) 
, 
Suppose again that the output channel j is chosen 
but that this is not now the required response . The 
r e inforcement procedure will now change Yi (t) to, 
Yj (t+l) = n (w,,- c J:,w) + E (7.16). 
If this response was not the desired one a second 
presentation of the same pattern should produce a different 
response. he output channel k with the second largest 
signal at the first presentation would have carried a 
signal less than (n w) + E ), approximately, 
Y k (t) = (n-l) w 3 + W z '+ E ( 7 .17) 
If this is the greatest signal at t + 1, 
Yk (t+l) > Yj (t+l) 
or W 2 > W 1 n 
c . lJ. w > _w_, ___ w...;:%';;;.,. (7.18) 
2 n 
Another relationship may be obtained as follows. A 
pattern of signals is presented and this obtains the 
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desired response, so after reinforcement the signal 
strength is given by equation (7.12) . Now suppose a new 
pattern, differing by one Hamming distance, is presented 
and t tis also gives the same response, but this is not 
the desired one for this new pattern. The output at 
(t+l) with ~ is new pa ttern will be approximately, 
y / j (t+l) = (n-l)(w, + Aw) + Vz. + E (7.19. 
and af t er reinforcement at (t+2) this becomes, 
y /; (t+2) = (n-l) ( ' .1 + A w - cAw ) + Wz. + 1: (7.20) 
(w ~ is the minimum conductance). 
l\ow if the original pattern is reapplied, 
1r~is should g ive the same result as before, 80 
Yj (t+2) ~ Yj (t) . 
From equations (7.12) and (7.21), 
nW 1 +n Aw - Cn- l) CA W + E~ nW J +~, 
or c ~ n 
n- l 
( 7 . 22) 
These inequalities (7 . 15) (7.18) (7 . 22) are 
shown plotted as A w versus c in Figure (7 . 1). This 
shows the region for which values of Llw and care 
permissible . 
Alternatively as 
is possible to set 
tl If such thn t 
- ~ f 
2 n 
n / (n - l) ~ 1 forn ~ . l it 
c = 1 (Equation (7 . 22) and choose 
w 
Number of 
trials .. 
1.0 
8 
6 
4 
AYr 
2 (n- 1.) 
o 2 
A w - w c.. w:: 1 2 
2n 
Permissible 
region 
_....!L.. 0 
n - 1. 
Figure 7 .. 1.. 
A..,. ::. 1 
4 6 
Figure 7.2,. 
8 10 
Number of cycles,. 
12 
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This is convenient as c = 1 in equation (7.10) gives 
zero change in the mean weight of an ideal system. This 
may be interpreted as indicating that the mean of all the 
~ 
weights will remain unch ed so that fuil..l use will be made 
of their range. It should, therefore, be unnecessary to 
introduce any normalising procedure to ensure this. 
7(4) Simulation of the system. 
In order to test the adaptive procedure outlined 
above a simulation of the system was carried out. The 
input signals were represented by a pair of matrices . 
The first of these was formed by writing the pattern of 
input signals as a vector containing n binary digits. 
This vector was transformed into a matrix by writing 
the digits along the diagonal and zeros in all the other 
positions . The second matrix was formed in the same way 
but with the complement of the vector as its diagonal. 
Let these matrices be (u , J and ( u ..J respectively. 
The system itself was represented by a pair of 
ma trices ( Wij J and [WiiJ . The elements of' these matrices 
were the (eights of' the connections between the input and 
output channels. 
The action of the system was simulated by forming 
the matrix oroduct, 
[Vj] = [lA ,] . ["" ; j] + [iA, 1 . c.;j i j J (7.24) 
The columns of the matrix CV;J were added and the one 
with the highest value chosen. If this corresponded to 
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the desired output , the appropriate weights were adjusted 
according to e~uation (7.6a), and if no t equation (7.6b). 
4 by 4 matrices were used and c was set equal to 
unity. The eights were determined initially by choosing 
at random intLgers between 1 and 10. The value of w 
should have been in the range, 
9 
8 
9 
6 
To ease the computations ~ w was made an integer. Two 
runs were tried with "A w = 1 and A w = 2. 
Four 4-digit patte~ns were presented. It was found 
that if the pa tterns were presented regularly it was 
possible for the values of some of the weights to become 
cyclic and this prevented the system from ~~nverging 
a state in which it could make the desired discriminations. 
Another mode of presenta tion was therefore adopted. A 
single pattern was resented repeatedly until the system 
gave the desired response . Then the next pattern was like-
wise presented. 
ith this method the system eventually converged to 
the required behaviour. Its performance is shown in 
Figure (7.2). The number of trials pe~ycle is plotted 
ap:ainst the number of cycles. A cycle was completed when 
all four patterns had been recognised correctly once. 
It can be seen from Figure (7.2) that the system 
took less trials to reach the desired behaviour with 
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/J. w = 1 t han wi th ~ w = 2. This was as expec ted from the 
foregoing theory as A VI = 1 is nearer to the predic ted 
optimum value of b w. Hi th Aw = 2 the ' error ' curve did 
not continuously decrease , but showed wide fluctuations 
during part of the training period. 
7 (5) Electrical circuit design. 
An electrical circuit to perform these computations 
automatically has been constructed. The circuit had the 
form of a learning matrix (Figure 7.3(a)). The input 
signals were applied to the ma chine by means of the 
bipolar switches S , .... s". The rows of the resistance 
matrix were connected through resistors r , .... r tt'\ to 
earth. These rows were also connected to a device which 
indicated the row with the maximum voltage. 
The circuit of Figure 7.3(b) is approximately 
equivalent to that of Figure 7.3(a). The approximation 
is equivalent to assuming that the columns which are not 
connected directly to the applied voltage V are all at 
some other potential V o As will be shown later the 
conditions are chosen so that this is very nearly true. 
The resistances in ~igure 7.3(b) are related to those 
in Figure 7.3(a) by, 2: [\Aa [-~.J ..L 
- ~ [~..]l{;l + 
'ij . 'I J J 2 [tA,J[{Jl \ L [tA,] [t; 1 -+ - = 
'Dj . ,) } (7.25) I 
v 
v 
Figure 7.3(a) 
v 
o 
Figure 7.3(b). 
MaXimum 
voltage 
selector 
--
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where the (lot,1 andOln indica te the posi ti ons of the swi tches 
and are equivalent to the meanings t hey have in section 
(7.4). The sums are formed over the jth columns of the 
resulting matrices . 
The circuit of Figure 7.3(c) is identical to t hat of 
Figure 7 . 3(b). If the current through each resistor is 
denoted by the same subscript as the resistor, these are 
related by, 
v: r" 1" ~ r, I I 
I + r, I, :: ('O~ Io~ -+- rl. I I J eh .. ro, OJ 
III = I, -"'I 01 I e.1:-e.. 
101 -f 102 + ... -4- To,.,. -= o. (7.26). 
The solution of these equations for the current 
through ~ is shown in appendix C to be, 
I = ll. . • Vo + B . i I J (7.27) 
where A ' 1 = 
t"", • 
rj r~j + r'j ro' J + r-j r'j 
B ' J = '-0' V 
,.. 
J r~i + r.j roj +- rj r-'J 
"" 
V o I ,..~ = ,.., ,...e: +,.." "'oi +r; r,i 
V ' =1 
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For the system to erform the required computation, 
put r , = = . .. r ,., = r , 
Equation (7.27) then reduces to, 
I = Vo + -1-
roj r,j 
and r « r, i ) r 0 j . 
(7.28) 
As ,-4. r;; 1 r"o j , ~« V , so equation (7.29) may 
be written I . V = J (7.30). 
r.j 
Also as Vo « V, the potential of each column not 
connected directly to V will be approximately zero, and 
hence they will all be approximately equal. 
The vol tage across r ' ~ wil l be, 
V ' J = r I ' J - rV (7. 31) 
t'"i; 
Substututing equation (7.25) in equation ( 7.31) and 
writing 1 = 
r'ij 
Y i j . VI ; i is the c.onductance 
of the junc tl.on. 
V· J = 
v '- ( ~[~,1rw;;J+~Cii;Jrv;I]) (7.32) 
J J 
This e~uation is very similar to equation (7.24). 
This electrical circuit thus provides a method of 
realising physically the system of section (7.4). The 
conductances of the resistors in the matrix correspond 
to the weightsof that section. 
-
-
Figure: 7 .5( c). 
A c 
Figure 7.4. 
+I 
- V 
+V 
-
-
-I 
Figure 7.5. 
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7 (6) ' Stray ' current paths. 
As can be seen from Figure 7.3(a) there are many 
current pa ths between the input column i and the output 
row j besides the direct one through r " t J Condition 
(7.28) makes these irrelevant when signals are applied 
between V and earth. 
In order to adjust the values of the conductances of 
the junctions it is necessary to apply D.C. voltages 
between single rows and columns directly. In this case 
the stray currents are important as the n other resistors 
besides r ;l will have their values changed. 
Figure 7.3 (a) may be reduced to Figure (7.4) 
in t llis instance. It seems reasonable to suppose tha t 
the change in the behaviour of the system brought ab out 
by attempting to al ter r 'j only will be in the direction 
desired only if the resistance r 'j is changed more than 
each of the others. 
If electrolytic variable resistors are employed in 
this circuit the resistance change will be greatest in 
t hose resistors ~hich have the greatest current flowing 
through them. It is necessary therefore to find the 
condition that the current through r 'i shall always be 
greater than t hrough any other resistor when a potential 
is applied between A and C (Figure 7 . 4). 
Suppose tha t the conductance of each resistor may 
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only vary between w, (high conduc tance) and w 2-
(low conductance). For the limiting condition suppose 
that all the resistors which comprise r 'k have conductance 
Wz and all the others w, . 
Hence 
The required condition 
r'k < 
I <--
.., wt 
or- W,. 
= 1 
11 "''I. 
1 
n -N, 
= 1 
--=----
(m-I) nw, 
= 1 
(m-l) " "", 
is, 
- -r.j + rO) -+- r"Ok 
--'- + 
2 
,., \Ill I "(M-') v, 
>(~) w. 
M+ J 
Hence W,j must always be within the range, 
(7.35) 
where w \ is the maximum conductance it may assume . 
7(7) Discriminating power . 
These limits placed on the conductances of the 
variable resistors may be used to calculate the resolving 
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power that it is necessary for the maximum voltage 
selector to possess . Alternatively, if this is fixed 
and known, they may be used to calculate tne discriminating 
power of the ma trix , or the maximum size of matrix of which 
full use could be made . 
Suppose that the resistors are adjusted so that 
the k th row is at the highest possible voltage for a 
given input pattern, then , 
= 1 
nw, 
and so = 
Suppose another input pattern differing by a 
Hamming distance d is applied, 
v ' k = rV f (n- d) w, + dW t } 
for a fully trained system . The voltage selector needs 
to be able to discriminate between these voltages, 
therefore the 
AV 
V 
resolving power , 
Vk - '1'." '" 
-? 
V (7. 37) 
This is the resolving power re~uired for a voltage selector 
coupled to a fully trained system. For a system in which 
adaptation is taking place the voltage selector needs 
to be about more times sensitive than 
this . 
The discrimina ting power of a ma trix may be expressed 
as 1 
dm 
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, where d is the Hamming distance between 
m 
the most similar patterns that it can distinguish. 
1 = r{w~ - wt. 2 (7.38) 
dm R.P.) 
The maximum discriminating power occurs when 
d = 1, • • . R.P. :: r (w I - wl ) • 
But, from equation (7.36) 
Hence m :: rw , 
(R. P. ) 
W2 = 
1 
m- l 
( m+l) 
m is the largest number of output channels which a 
matrix of this type should possess. 
LJ 8) Construction of machine. 
A machine was built to the design given in the 
earlier parts of this chapter. The adaptive components 
were four nine-..:terminal devices similar to that 
illustrated in Figure (3.5) . The holes had a bore of 
approximately 0.5 mm . These devices were filled with 
1.0 gm . per c.c . silver nitrate solution, and sealed 
with 'Araldite ' epoxy resin. Some difficu+ty was 
encountered in sealing the tubes. The silver nitrate 
solution reacted with the sealing compound if it came 
into contact with it before it had hardened, so the 
following procedure had to be adopted. The tubes and 
the bottom plate were first glued on to the perspex body. 
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everal days later this was filled with electrolyte. The 
tubes were set at such an angle that the surface tension 
forces caused capillary rise in the tubes so that the 
electrolyte almost, but not quite, reached the ends. It 
~as then possible to seal a silver electrode in each tube 
and to fix the lid containing the common electrode on top 
without the electrolyte and the sealing compound making 
contact. 
The variable resistance devices were stacked 
vertically, and the limiting resistances (which were 
calculated from equation (7.36))were attached. 
The mean resistances of the tubes was about 10 kilohms, 
so in order to satisfy condition (7.28) the resistors 
r , .... r J,. (Figure (7.3) were given the value 100 ohms. 
The variable resistance ~atrix was finally connected 
into the circuit of Figure (7.6). The pattern of signals 
presented to the system was determined by the positions of 
the switches on the input channels of the resistance matrix . 
ith the sWitch S in one position A.C . signals passed 
through the matrix and the output channel which was at the 
highest potential was indicated. Vith the switch S in its 
other position D.C. signals could be made to pass between 
select ~.' CL junctions by the trainer. 
7 (9) reliminary investigations. 
An attempt was made to train the system to recognise 
l~ 
four patterns after the manner of section (7.4). 
After a large number of trials (about 100) the performance 
of the machine had not improved. Measurements of the 
conductances of the tubes after successive trials showed 
that there were no signs of these converging to the 
expected values. It was concluded that the 'stray' 
surrents so interfered with the conductances that they 
changed their values more than the currents intended to 
change them did. 
Although the limiting resistors (section 7.8 and 
equation 7.36) ensured that this did not occur during a 
given trial, each tube had its conductance changed 
deliberately, on average, only one· out of every eight 
trials. The total change produced by the 'stray ' 
currents during the seven trials was greater than the 
deliberate change produced on the eighth. 
This being the case, attempts to train the present 
machine by this trial- and-error method were discontinuedr 
Instead the machine was trained by a method similar to 
that used by Steinbuch wi th his learning matrices 
Cv. Chap ter VI). All conductances were initially made 
loW, then some of them were increased by passing currents 
between the inputs and the desired output. In this way 
the machine was adjusted to distinguish between four 
different four-bit patterns. 
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7 (10) Modifications . 
In order to make it poss ible for the machine to 
be trained by the trial-and-error procedure the stray 
currents during the training period had to be reduced. 
This might have been done by increasing the series 
limiting resistors, but this would ha ve reduced the 
discriminating power of the system (e~uation (7.38) ) 
or re~uired the employment of a very sensitive maximum 
voltage selector. 
An alternative method of reducing the stray 
currents is to connect non-linear resistance devices in 
series wi t h the adaptive components in place of the 
limiting resistors. The type of non-linearity re~uired 
is one in which t he resistance becomes less as the 
voltage across the device is increased. 
This method was adopted. Miniature neon tubes, 
which have the current-voltage characteristic shown in 
Figure (7.5), were connected in series with the variable 
resistors. vith suitable applied voltages this 
eliminated stray currents entirely. 
7 (11) Resul ts. 
The following patterns were presented to the 
machine , and the trial-and-error adoption procedure 
(equations (7.6) ) was employed: 
0001 
0010 
0011 
0100 
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After some 34 trials the system could distinguish 
between these various patterns . The ' learning curve' 
(A of Figure 7. 7) shows the speed with which this was 
brought about . The number of trials per cycle was 
plotted against the number of cycles. 
Some time later the system was adapted to recognise 
the following patterns instead 
1 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 0 
1 III 
It took about 50 trials for the system to respond 
correctly every time to this set (B of Figure 7.5) . 
This was considerably longer than wi th the first set, 
but it is expected that there should be large differences 
in the number of trial s required for ad tion as t h is 
depends very much on the initial conductances. 
It was notice tha t the machine actually t oolc fewer 
trials to adapt than were required in each of the paper 
simu1ations . (Figure 7.2). The most perfect machine 
which stored all the data and had facilities for 
correlating it would take, on average, 16 trials. 
7 (12) Discuss ion. 
The adaptive system described in this chapter was 
constructed to show t ha t the devices of Chapters III and V 
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could be used in the fabrication of adaptive systems. 
The anodic oxide film cells could probably be used 
instead of the dendrite cells but for reasons given 
in Chapter V design of the circuit would be more 
difficul t. 
The system employing the dendrite cells worked 
surprisingly well in view of the fact that it conta ined 
several sub-standard components . One of the tubes 
was later found to be open circuit all the time, and 
there was 100% variation in the maximum resistances of 
the tubes, and 20% variation in the running voltages of 
the neons . Also air bubbles developed in some of the 
tubes. 
The parameters a wand c: were chosen as 
intelligently as possible from equation (7.23). An 
approximately constant current (4 - 6 milliamps) was 
applied for a constant time in order to adjust each 
resistance, but as there was some var iation in the growth 
of a dendrite over a short period of time this did not 
always lead to the same change in resistance . 
These facts illustrate a principle that is gradually 
emerging; that adaptive systems can, provided they are 
given occasional training periods, be made to fUnction 
as ell as oerfect fixed systems even though they suffer 
from certain component failures . 
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CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS ~~ FURTHER POSSIBILITIES 
8 (1). The growth of silver dendrites. 
The most important practical result to emerge from 
the study of silver dendrites is that when restricted to 
narrow tubes they can be used reliably to control a 
variable resistance, enabling it to be increased as well 
as decreased. 
Among furtner developments suggested by these findings 
it would seem that growth in even smaller bore tubes 
should be investigated. As well as reducing the physical 
size and power consumption of the devices, this would 
increase the maximum rate of growth of the dendrites and 
so increase their field of potential application. The 
generalisation of this device to produce non-linear 
relations between resistance and time may also prove to 
be of consequence . * 
8 (2) Anodic oxide films. 
The investigation of the properties of anodic oxide 
films has shown that it is possible to control their 
~Another extension of this work is possible . Under 
certain conditions the ionic conductivity of silver 
iodide crystals is abnormally high (Mott and Gurney,1948). 
This suggests that it might be possible to grow and . 
dissolve silver dendrites inside these crystals, in WhlCh 
case miniature solid-state variable resistors could be 
constructed. Such devices would probably be free from 
the disadvantages caused by polarisation which are 
inevitably present when liquid electrolytes are employed. 
l~ 
impedance in a rep~oducible manner by the qu~ntity of 
electric charge passed t hrough them. In Chapter IV it 
has been shown that if the impedance is altered by 
electrochemical dissolu tion of the film, under constant 
voltage or current, an ever diminishing rate of change 
of impedance with time is to be expected instead of an 
accelerating one as might at first have been supposed. 
If the size of devices utilising this proce$s is 
reduced care must be taken to avoid evaporating the small 
bulk of electrolyte by the relatively large currents 
passed during erosion of t he film. If, however, these 
devices are only used for uni-directional impedance 
changes, miniaturisation will be easier to implement, and 
may prove particularly useful i f the parallel switching 
principle (Chapter V) is to be employed, as then there will 
be only small quantities of liquid to be moved. Wi th small 
scale devicea physico-chemical phenomena , such as 
evaporation, surface tension and electro-o ~mosis , might be 
employed to alter the distribution of the electrolyte. 
8 (3) Adaptive systems. 
The system described in Chapter VII operated well 
enough to show that the electrolytic variable resistors which 
had been developed are suitable for use in an adaptive 
machine . 
The training procedure developed for this system is 
also interesting in its own right. The behaviour of the 
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system depends upon the values of the parameters ~ w 
and C By analogy with other adaptive systems it 
seems likely that gradual variation of these parameters 
on the basis of performance during the training period 
would cause the system to adapt to a new set of pa tterns 
more rapidly. In future work the effect of some of these 
changes on the performance of the system should be 
examined. 
Ano ther training routine which suggests itself for 
future investigation is one in which the patterns are 
presented in random order. For machines in which adaptive 
matrices are used in self-organising systems to cope with 
unpredictable changes Cv. section 8.5) this would be 
more appropriate than the procedure outlined in Chapter VII. 
A further line of investigation which looks fruitful 
would be to consider t he properties of two or more adaptive 
matrices connected in series. There are , however, a number 
of problems , men tioned in Chapter VI, in extending the 
training procedure to cope with this situation. 
Parallel systems in which two or more adaptive matrices 
are connected between the same set of input and output 
channels should also be interesting, since if oxide films 
are employed as the adaptive components, full benefit of 
the switching principle (Chapter V) could be obtained. 
The matrix active at a given time could be selected by 
another matrix which had been taught to abstract the 
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'context ' of the pattern. In this way a hierarchical 
structur'e of adaptive organisers similar to that pro')osed 
by MacKay (1956) could be built up . 
8 (4) Self-organising systems . 
The training procedure of Chapter VIr was adopted 
partly because it offered the possibility of using the 
adaptive ma trix in a self-organising system . The 
adaptive system plus the trainer does in fact show all 
the features of self-organisation mentioned in Chapter I. 
The goal of the system is to p roduce the output desired 
by the trainer for a given input pattern; the evaluative 
mechanism is the trainer who indicates the correctness 
or otherwise of the response; and the source of variation 
is the automatic adjustment of the weights as a result of 
the trainer ' s signals. 
By replacing the trainer with some device which 
measures the ' distance' of the system from its goal a 
fully automatic self-organising system can be produced. 
The input to the adap ti ve ma trix could be a pa t tern of 
signals representing the state of the world in which the 
system is situated . This input pattern would produce an 
output leading to an action . If this action brought the 
system nearer to its goal the weights could be increased 
automatically. In t his way the system could learn for 
itself how to attain its goal from any position it had been 
in before. 
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One of the difficulties with the adaptive system 
and training procedure of Chapter VII is that even if the 
training procedure could be adjusted so that the machine 
behaved ideally, the training period would still increase 
rapidly as the number of output channels (actions) is 
increased. One of the ways of reducing tbis period is to 
employ the ' maturation ' p rinciple (MacKay, 1956, 1961). 
l\'i acKay suggested that the repertoire of a self-organising 
system should initially be small, and that as the system 
learned to perform its actions correctly this repertoire 
should be progressively increased. 
8 (5) Applications . 
Although self- organising systems appear to be 
capable of performing remarkable feats , there are only a 
limited number of situations in which it is economical 
to employ them in practice . If the task to be performed 
is exactly specifiable it is best to use a ' fixed ' 
machine . If, however , the environment in which the system 
is working is subject to indeterminate changes a fixed 
machine may find itself in a situation in which it can 
no longer cope . An adaptive system is therefore essential . 
If the transfer function of the ma chine itself 
changes, owing to deterioration of some of its components , 
a non- adaptive sys tern may become incapable of performing 
its task. A self-organising system can adjust its own 
transfer function on the basis of its performance so that 
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its lifetime can be made much longer than that of a 
fixed system even though it is built of components of 
the same reliability. 
Besides helping to further the construction of 
artificial self-organising systems there are a number 
of more specific uses to which electrolytic growth 
processes might be put . For example, some of the 
adaptive control systems for industrial processes 
mentioned by Aseltine et al (1958) could be constructed 
using these devices provided that the time constants of 
the processes to be controlled were not too short,. 
The field of teaching machines is another area in 
which the electrolytic devices might be used . Present 
teaching machines seem to be small and suited only to 
teaching simple tasks (Lumsdaine and Glaser, 1960) or so 
complex that a whole digital computer is reQuired for 
each student (Smallwood, 1962) . This latter type use 
the computer for calculating and storing conditional 
~robabilities . The devices of Chapter 111 could be 
employed to do this with advantage . 
o the"' possible applic a tions of elec trolytic growth 
processes include making use of the growth of silver 
dendrites in automatic wiring of machines, and employing 
the devices of Chapter 111, in which the length of a 
dendrite is proportional to the time integral of the 
charge passed, as inexpensive analogue substitutes for 
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electromechanical timers and counters in situat i ons in 
which high accuracy is not r eCl~_ired. 
8 (6) Conclusion. 
This thesis has concentrated on t hose properties 
of electrolytic growth processes which relate to their 
usefulness in the construction of complex, adjustable 
automata. The results obtained show that the growth 
of conductors and the growth of insulation offer 
satisfactory and inexpensive means of determining l arge 
numbers of variable parameters in adaptive sys tems. 
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APPENDIX A 
1,J;~h rerere."ce ~o Fi~CAre A.I., 
r /' and r z " are the internal and external radii of 
the image of the tube on the screen, 
r I and r .. are the true internal and external radii o~ ~~e. t"be 
I r, is the apparen t internal radius. 
I 
si" (l r , = r t 
Now r = r 
si" if:- si" (-rrh - C'(. + p) 
• Cos« Cos f1 + si" 0( .so i" fJ 
· 
• r Sin 0< = 
,.., 
But $1" 8. 
. , 
~,., ex 
• • cos 0( = { 
Substitute in (A. 3) 
• • r , 
.$'"11 = I 
/'" 
= 
From (A. l) and 
= 
= /' (refractive 
I- s;,,/! } If, 
"N'L 
r, I' 
(A.l) 
(A.2) 
(A. 3) 
index) 
CA. 4) 
+ 
Le-ns 
Fi gu re A:t. 
----. 
Screen 
But, sin f3 = 
Hence r , 
r: ' I 
-r1.. 
= 
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" -
= = m 
(A.6) 
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AFP.b.NDIX B 
The conditional probab i li ty tha t the signal in 
the jth output channel is v ' J when the input is (U i ) 
is given by Bayes 1 rule as (equation 6.2) 
pC v j ) . p «u i. ) Iv ; ) 
"P ((~;» • 
( B .1. ) 
ri te (u ~ ) = U i , 
l' ( v ·, I Ll, ) = .I? ( v j ) . p ~u." I V i ) (B. 2) 
i>{Ui .. 
1 · th .th h l' 'th 7 signa ln e J c anne 1 s e 1 er v j or v j 
p ( U ;) ~ P ( Vi) . P (fA; /Vj) -I- 7> (Vj) . P (U ~ (v j) 
then 
The 
. . 
P ( Vj) . P (U ~ / Vi ) 
. . 
+ 
If tle signals in the input channels occur independently 
of each other, It 
P ((,(; ! Vj) = Jr P (u.; /1/. ) j:, J ) 
P (fJ; /~) = .iT r (lA; I v.) and ,J • t ~ I 
J 
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Bu t P (lA: / Vj):: P (fA;). P (vi /14; ) 
"P (Vj ) , 
and P (lA; IVi) = "Pt".;) .1> (V, ItA;) 
?(7j) · 
(B.5) 
1 
by Baye's rule. 
Hence, 
which is e _uati n (C.3) . 
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APPENDIX C 
The currents t hrough the resistors in the circuit 
of Figure 7 . 3(c) are given by equation (7.26). 
V ': 'i, I" + r; I, ( c . 1 ) 
rOl 10 , + r, I I :' r01.. I 0 l -f. r,. r L ) e tc . (C. 2) 
III ~ I I - 101 ~ e?c. (0.3) 
I +I ~ .. ·-I-T = 0 
0/ Ol - 0'"' . 
From equations (0 . 1) and (0 . 3) 
V = rc, (I ,- 10,) + r, I, 
(r l • -to ,.., ) I , - 'i, IOI = 
I , = v~ (0. 5) 
r I .... r" 
From equation (0.2), 
ro, TOI + r; 1, = rC)2 102 +- 'L Ia. , etc. 
= l/ 0 ( say). 
l/o - r I} (C.6) 
ub s ti tu te (c. 6) in (0. 5) 
( r. + r" ) I 1 = v+ 
1, = 
~63 
or I I = A I Vc + 8, 
here 
= fi, 
r; ("" + ro, r, + r"o, lil 
B I = r: V 
r; r" .; rOt r, +rO//"1I 
lhich is eauation (7 . 27) . 
Substitute (C . 5) in (C . 6) 
r( /V+ fi, L,) 
r; + r'l 
IOI (.,., "0' ~ fi, ro, -#- r; r,,) = (r, + fi, ) Vc, - fj V 
= _Cr, ;;J.....;...u.J-~tlL-,_-!-J~_ 
r, nu + fit r., ..,. 'i r;, 
(C. 8) 
S I~'(~ r e~_f'OAS ~Q 1\ /'<!! 0& ?~;".J. tDr 10 1. ... Ic)1&4 . 
SlAbtl:;~CAf~ ~h~$'~ i" e1t«().ilol'l (C.4) 
i ~ V" r, .,. r, ~ V 2' r; - 0 R, R, , i ::, 
·c ~, 
wke.r~ Ri = "ri ro. + r,; ro ., ..4- r, r, c. 
"'r r; 2 We,,~eJ -'10 R.i (c. CJ.) ;:1 :. 
V ". 
, 
1 re + rj; R·, 
-- . 
